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I)~ Wedding Fashions - Girl's Big Choice 
EGYPTIAN By Pam Gleaten (Third of a Series) What is a wedding? To many girls there are two important answers to this question. First, she will now be married. She will allsume 
new responsibility, and along 
with that. she must become 
morlil mature. 
from a traditional lace gown 
With long, pointed sleeves to 
a sheath or bell-shaped gown 
of linen or organza. If the 
wedding is formal, the gown 
will most definitely be long, 
and, of course, snow white. 
Materials for this dream 
dress range from the newly 
popular linens to organza, 
peau de sOi, nylons and the 
traditional chantilly lace. 
Cost of a gown depends on the 
'l1aterial used and the style. 
The range is from around 
$50 to as much as $400 or $500. 
Veils may b{' bouffant, 
double bubble (layers and 
layers, of organza), nos€'-
length or halo. Also popular 
are mantillas of lace or 
organza. 
These delicious - sounding 
confections range in price 
from $6 to $100. 
S~l,tlUl 9ttUui4 1(1fiq.'''4iIf The most popular colors for weddings this year are yellow, 
green, pink, peony and blue. 
"More and more all white 
weddings are being planned 
CarboneIGle.lllinols Second, it is the time when 
she will wear the most beauti-
ful dress she may ever own. 
"hursdoy, June 3, 1965 Mumber 15' That dress can be anything (Continued on Poge 2) 
It's 'Green and Go' for Gemini Flight 
* * RAM Hands 
Two Petitions 
To Ruffner 
By Frank Messersmith 
The Rational Action Move-
ment's peaceful petition 
march to the PreSident's Of-
fice Wednesday was peaceful, 
but it wasn't [0 the President's 
Office. 
Thirteen RAM members, 
three newsmen, two photogra-
phers and a stray dog left 
the west patio of the Univer-
sity Center at several minutes 
past 10 a.m., bound for the 
administrative offices. 
The group carried petitions 
with more than 3,900 student 
signatures on them concerninl 
the status of student dignity 
and the alternative that was 
proposed by the Student Coun-
cil for the referendum last 
week. 
The delegation of RAM' 
members originally had 
planned to present the peti-
tions to President Delyte W. 
Morris. However, since he 
was out of town, they instead 
marched to the Vice Presi-
dents' Office. 
Arriving at about 10:15 
a.m., the delegation asked to 
see Ralph W. Ruffner, vice 
president for area and student 
services. After wliting sev-
eral minutes, the group was 
ush",red into Ruffners' office. 
Ruffner greeted the dele-
gation With, "I'm sorry but 
you'll have to be satisfied 
with the vice president." 
The petitions were handed to 
Ruffner by Robert J. Wenc, 
RAM member, who said it 
was his responsibility on be-
half of RAM and the student 
body to present them. 
Ruffner accepted the pe-
titions and said he presumed 
the group wanted the petitions 
passed on to Morris. The dele-
(Continued on Poge 10) 
Gus Bode 
Gus says President Morris 
always gets a better crowd 
when he serves watermelon. 
~ 
Astronauts Ready 
For Historic Trip 
By Charles Stafford 
CAPE KENNEDY, Fla. CAP) 
- Gemini 4 was cleared Wed-
nesday for liftoff on a 
marathon flight that will carry 
Edward H. White II to a lonely 
rendezvous with fame in the 
black, still vacuum of space. 
Launch time: 8 a.m. (Carbon-
dale time) Thursday. 
Officials of the Gemini 
space program lit the green 
light at a conference Wednes-
day afternoon. 
"The spacecraft is ready to 
go." 
"The booster is go and 
green." 
"All major tracking eqUip-
ment is green and ready." 
"The crew is in excellent 
condition, the best I've e .er 
seen." 
"Everything," said the 
mission director, Christopher 
Colu.mbus Kraft Jr., "looksto 
be about as good as you could 
hope for at this point in the 
countdown." 
PdISED FOR TAKEOFF -Astronauts Edward 
White (left) and James McDivitt were all smiles 
as they posed for an official portrait in their 
space suits while preparfug for their scheduled 
four-day orbit fligitt. (AP Wirephoto) 
If the flight lifts away on 
time, the command pilot, 
James A. McDivitt, will pilot 
the 7,5OO-pound Gemini 4 to a 
high noon rendezvous with a 
satellite - its own booster -
over the eastern PacifiC. 
Ball Is Thrown Back 
Administration Gives Student Councils Task 
OJ Organizing Election oj New Government 
White, protected by a pres-
surized space suit and linked 
to the world of man only by 
a thick golden tether, will step 
into the airless, weightless 
void. He will become a human 
satellite, orbiting the earth 
ahead of his spacecraft at 
17,500 miles an hour but un-
conscious of movement. 
The University administra-
tion has given the Student 
Councils the task of organiz-
ing the coming student gov-
ernment elections, it was an-
nounced Wednesday by Vice 
President Ralph W. Ruffner. 
"The task incl!.des not only 
conducting the elections," 
said the vice president for 
area and student services, 
"but for setting up the basis 
for representation, and desig-
nating the titles and qualifi-
cations for each of the posi-
tions as well." 
.. All we want is 40 names," 
Ruffner said. 
The announcement followed 
a meeting Tuesday between 
R uffner and Pat Micken, stu-
del body president; Don 
G ... It, student body vice pres-
ident; and William H. Murphy, 
chairman of the University 
Student Council. 
Ruffner said the University 
Council's interpretation of Al-
ternative A allowed him to 
charge the campus councils 
with such a task. 
"By doing thiS," Ruffner 
said, "we've tried to throw 
the ball back into the hands of 
the students. We most sin-
cerely want to get rid of the 
mistaken impression that the 
administration is plotting to 
abolish student government." 
Micken reportedly told 
Ruffner that he'd seriously 
consider such an undertak-
ing, but that he wanted to wait 
and see what the Council de-
cided at Thursday's meeting. 
Ruffner said Edwardsville 
has already agreed to carry 
out the election. 
The Student Affairs Office 
has been instructed to assist 
in any way possible With the 
elections. if the campus coun-
cils desire help, he added. 
"This is a chance for Pat 
(Micken) and Don (Grant) and 
the rest of the student gov-
ernment leaders to leave a 
legacy of positive contribu-
tion, rather than a continu-
ing squabble," Ruffner said. 
In view of Ruffner's state-
ments, here's how the elec-
tion wouhl be conducted, as-
suming the status quo is not 
upset by the Carbondale Stu-
dent Council Thursday night. 
In the election next Tuesday, 
22 senarors will be elected 
from living areas and academ-
ic units on the Carbondale 
campus. 
Two other persons. des-
ignated as executive officers, 
will be elected to serve as 
studen:: body president and 
vice president. 
These 24 students will join 
with 16 students elected from 
Edwardsville to become mem-
bers of the University Stu-
dent Council which will re-
place the present eight-mem-
ber body. 
At the same time the 24 
from Carbondale and 16 from 
Edwardsville will serve as 
individual campus councils. 
Along with their other du-
ties the council will have the 
task of preparing a working 
paper for a structure and in-
ternal operations of student 
government. 
Ruffner explained that the 
reason for allowing the new 
government to have a student 
body president and vice presi-
dent is that the interim period 
has been extended and thus the 
structure doesn't have to con-
form to the statutes. 
For 12 minutes - during 
which he will cross the North 
American continent from the 
Pacific to the Atlantic - White 
will take pictures, move close 
to the spent rocket and perhaps 
even touch it, and, hopefully. 
describe what he sees and 
feels to the world below. 
His space odyssey will be 
the dramatic high point of a 
scheduled four-day flight that 
encompasses the whole ob-
jective ofthe Gemini program: 
to, in Kraft's words, "learn 
(Continued on Poge 6) 
Interpreters Theater to Give 
Frosh Convocation Program 
An Interpreters Theater direct the cast in their 
program will be presented sketches, some of which will 
at today's Freshman Convo- include Superman, a satire 
cations in Shryock Auditorium on today's man; Passionella, 
by a group of speech students. the story of a hunchback chim-
The convocations will in- ney sweep with a fairy god-
elude a series offour sketches mother; and Monroe, about a 
and several excerpts from the 4-year-old boy who was 
collected works of Jules drafted into the Army. 
Pheiffer, contemporary writ- The show will be presented 
er and cartoonist. at both the 10 a.m. and the 
Gerald L. Shriver will 1 p.m. convocations. 
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Parents of Deceased Student 
Donate Melnorial Gift to SID 
be added tn the library's hold-
ings through the Rolofson gift. 
Each book purchased will bear 
a memorial bookplate pro-
vided by Rolofson's parents. 
. DAILY EGY PTIAH June~. 1965 
A gift of $300 in the memory 
of John W. (Bill) Rolofson, 
SIU student killed in an auto 
accident May 8,1964, has been 
announced by Kenneth Miller, 
executive director of the SIU 
Foundation. . 
The donors are the student's 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John 
H. Rolofson of Blandinsville, 
publishers ofthe Blandinsville 
Star-Gazette 
Rolofson, 22, was a junior 
when killed in a head-on col-
lision near Carlyle. Killed in , 
the same accident was Jerry 
Cobble, 21, an agriculture 
major at SIU. Cobble was the 
son of Mr. and Mrs. James 
At the request ofthe donors, 
the money has been placed in 
the foundation's library re-
sources fund. It will be used to 
purchase books forMorris Li-
brary in economics and statis-
tics, which were the subjects 
in which Rolorson majored. 
According to Fenis S. Ran-
dall, librarian, a list of 
desirable books has been com-
piled and ordered. Randall 
said some 50 to 60 books on 
economics and statistics will 
guys 
and 
dolls 
isnow 
an American classic. 
Straight out of the 
era of Runyon in 
those boisterous 
post war years. 
at 
proscenium 
one 
theatre 
June 3 - 6 
Make reservations in 
advance by phoning 
9-2913 
Cobble of Westville. 
MagllZline Publishes 
Article by Tugwell 
Rexford G. Tugwell, visit-
ing profeMor of government 
at SIU, is the author of :1:1 
article, "Transition: Hoover 
to Roosevelt, 1932-1933," in 
the spring issue of The Cen-
tennial Review. 
Tugwell was a member of 
President Franklin D. Roose-
velt's "brain trust." 
Today's 
Weather 
Mostly sunny and continued 
warm With a high near 90. 
According to the SIU Clima-
tology Laboratory, the high for 
this date is 101, set in 1911, 
and the low is 42, set in 1910. 
HORSEBACK 
RIDING 
$1.50 hour troil ride Jl dol' $6 
trail rid. all doy S10 ~LAKEWOOO PARK 1 Ini. past dam 
•
. : .. ' - ot Crah Orchord 
7!,4, La"", Cail 9·3678 
'\ '. for' in~o'ma'ion 
ADMISSION $1.00 PER PERSON 
UNDER 12 FREE 
First· Showing in Soulh Illinois 
Tonight thru Sun~ay Sta~ts 8:35 
Shown First at 8:35 Only 
3 Color Cartoons 
Shown at 9:15 & 11:15 
MARKETING FRATERNITY-Louis Ucmfoa 
(center) executive director of Pi Sigma Epsilon, 
national fraternity for students in marketing and 
sales management, talks with Thomas M. Flint 
(left) out-going president, and William M. Woos-
ley, new president of the SIU chapter, at the 
group's recent initiation banquet. 
Fashions Range From Lace to Linen for Girls; 
Tuxedos to Dark Business Suits for Groom 
(Continued from Page 1) 
too," remarked a spokesman 
for the Bridal Shop in Herrin. 
Bridesmaids' dresses come 
in a variety of styles and in any 
of the materials popular for 
bridal gowns. Long dresses 
are very good this year, and 
often can be worn as evening 
gowns long after the wedding. 
Prices begin at $25. 
Big news in hats for at-
tendams is the picture hat. 
These will be very popular for 
summer garden weddings. 
catering and will make all 
last-minute adjustments, such 
as helping the bride get 
dressed. 
Now that there has been a 
glimpse of what a wedding 
can be like, and what the 
clothes can cost, here is some 
advice from Mrs. Alice Fly. 
owner of the Fly Shop. 
"You're just as married if 
you don't have a formal 
wedding," she said ... Private 
weddings are much less ex-
pensive, and for college 
couples the savings would be 
well worth it." 
Clothes for the bridegroom 
and groomsmen are less a 
problem than those for the 
bride and her attendants. 
Depending on the formality 
of the wedding, the men can 
wear anything from a dark 
bUSiness suit to tuxedos or 
morning clothes. 
International Club Presidents to Meet 
Bridal shops usually offer a The third meeting of the During the last meeting on 
complete planning service :or presidents of international May 21, the international stu-
any size of wedding. Often at student clubs is scheduled for dent leaders agreed to estab-
the same shop the bride can 7 p.m. today at the Interna- lish the Presidems' Council of 
choose dresses for herseif, tional Student Center. Inte..:-naticmal Club Presidents 
the attendants'. her mother, The agenda will include a as a permanent group to work 
and the flower girl, all the report of latest developmems with the International Student 
accessories, including shoes about summer job opportuni- Center to develop better un-
and hats, and her inivitations ties for the international stu- derstanding of the needs of 
and memory books. dents, report on international foreign students, to plan pro-
Besides furnishing all the student orientation plans in the grams which will meet these 
clothes, bridal consultants fall quarter and the planning needs and to coordinate ac-
will arrange for flowers and of summer activities. tivities with other university 
... ----------.... -------------t and area programs. 
/Y' 
SCienTIFIC FOOTnOTe * 
DAILY EGYPTIAN 
Publisht:d in the Dep3nmcnr uf Journali~m 
d3ilv c"cepl Sunday and Monday durin~ f.lU, 
'Minter. spring and eight-weel, summvT rerm 
ClCCC'pl durinsc: l!nivcr!'lity v t"ation Pl·riod~. 
e)laminatlon weeks, and !etta! holid;)y,. by 
Southern 111 inol,;; l'niver~ity. (.artondalt.'. 
lI1inois. Published on Tue~day and Friday 
of each week for the final three wt..·ck~ 
of ltv- .welvc-wcck summer term. Second 
clah postage paid at the Carbond.JI\! Post 
Offh..e under the act cf March 3, IR7Q. 
Policies of the Egyprt.:m art' the respnn-
sibility of the editors. Statements publh.ht'd 
here do not necessarily reflect the opinion 
of the administration or any dep.urmenr 
qJ the University. 
EdUorlal conference: Fred Beyer, Ric 
Cox. Joe Cook. John Epperheimcr. Pam 
Gleaton, Di. ... ne Keller, Roben smith, Roland 
CiII, Roy Franke, Frank Messersmith. 
Editori:ll and business offices loc.ned in 
Buildin~ T - ... S. Fiscal officer, Howard R. 
Long. Phone 453-235"~ 
VARSITY LATE SHOW 
FRI.-SAT. HITES ONLY 
SHOW STARTS 1 1:00 P.M. 
"THE 
White Sheik " 
\\a marvelous comedy 
from Italy. II 
Starring 
Alberto Sordi 
and 
GuileHa Masina 
June 3; T965 ,. DAft. Y 'EGYPTIAN Pag~ 3 
Activities LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS 
Meetings, Concert, 
Convocation Slated 
Dynamics Workshop 
Deadline Saturday 
Applications for the sum-. 
mer workshop of the National 
Training Laboratory of the 
National Education Associa-
tion are now available at the 
information desk of the Uni-
versity Center. 
The Interfaith Council will 
mee( at 10 a.m. in Room E 
of the University Ct::nter. 
The Student Council will meet 
at 10 a.m. in Room D of the 
University Center. 
The University Center Pro-
gramming Board will meet 
at 4 p.m. in Room D of the 
University Center. 
Inter-Varsity Christian Fel-
lowship will meet at 6 p.m. 
in Room B of the University 
Center. 
The Plant Industries Clubwill 
meet at 7 p.m. in the Agri-
culture Seminar Room. 
P! Sigma Epsilon, organiza-
tion for students in market-
ing, will meet at 7 p.m. in 
Room D of the University 
Center. 
The Council for Exceptional 
Children will hold a banquet 
9 Students Score 
High on CPA Test 
Nine STU accounting students 
scored high on the American 
Institute of Certified public 
Accountants'dchievement 
test. 
Ralph Dale Swick, chairman 
of the Department of Account-
ing, said that every year .. 
two-hour achievement test is 
given to students Who will 
complete the requirements for 
graduation within a 12-wonth 
period. 
Swick said the scores c·fthc 
nine SIU students were jn the 
91-97 percentile. The same 
examinations were given in 
many universities throughout 
the country. 
The nine students were 
Glenn L. Taylor, Carbondale; 
Robert E. Moore, Decatur; 
Cecil E. Terry, DuQuoin; Don-
ald R. Williams, Enfield; 
Robert W. Graf, Golconda. 
Orvil D. Lauher, La Grange; 
Joh.} E. Fuesting, Zeigler; 
James J • Rainwater. St. Louis. 
Driver, 22, Faces 
Homicide Charge 
The driver of a car in which 
Glenda F. Pittman, an SIU 
coed, was killed May ~4 has 
been charged with reckless 
homicide. 
Jackson County State's Atty. 
Richard Richman filed the 
charge Friday afternoon 
against Kenneth E. Bis, 22, of 
Chicago. 
Richman said the charge 
claims Bis drove his vehicle 
in a reckless manner Shortly 
before an accident in which 
Miss Pittmal1 was fatally in-
jured on old Rl)ute 13 west of 
Carbondale. 
An inquest is scheduled 
Wednesday. night in the Car-
bondale City Hall. 
Shop ",1th 
DAILY EGYPTrAN 
Adverhsen 
RECORDS 
All TYPES 
ePop 
eFolk 
-Classical 
eLP's 
e45's 
NEEDLES 
FIT ALL MAKES 
eDiamond 
-Sapphire 
Williams Store 
212 S. ILLINOIS 
at 7:3(1 p.m. in the Univer-
sity ("'enter Ballroom. 
The Student Non-Violent 
Freedom Committee will 
meet at 7:30 p.m. in Room 
203b of Old Main. 
The Saluki Flying Club will 
meet at 7:30 p.m. in Room 
214 of the Agriculture 
Building. 
The Christian Science Organi-
zation will meet at 9 p.m. 
in Room E of the Univer-
sity Center. 
The University Center Pro-
gramming Bo'ard dance 
committee will meet at 7;30 
p.m. in Room C of the 
University Center. 
The Student Work Office will 
hold a meeting at 7 p.m. in 
Room E of the University 
Center. 
Convocation will feature the 
Interpreters Theater at 10 
a.m. and 1 p.m. in Shryock 
Auditorium. 
The Photographic Service will 
sponsor a photo sale in the 
Activities Area of the Uni-
versity Center until 5 p.m. 
A meeting of the Phi Sigma 
Kappa pledges will be held 
at 9 p.m. in Room 0 of the 
University Center. 
The Department of MUSic will 
hold a symphonic band con-
cert at 8 p.m. in Shryock 
Auditorium. 
'Huckleberry Finn' Scheduled 
On 'Film Classics'Tonight 
"Huckleberry Finn," Mark in Morrea" tells of a stay 
Twain's classic on life on the on an island. 
Mississippi River, will befea-
rured tonight at 8:30 on WSIU- 8 p.m. 
TV's "Film Classics." The SIU News Review: 
movie stars Mickey Rooney from SIU' 
and Lynne Carver. 
Other highlights: 8:15 p.m. 
5 p.m. This Week: C:-."sule·cover-
The workshop in group 
dynamics is held in Bethel, 
Maine. Four students from the 
SIU student government will be 
sent there from June 14 to 26. 
Applications should be re-
turned by noon Saturday to 
Terry Cook, in care of the 
Student Government OffL::e in 
the University Center. 
Inquest on Beadleston 
.....]'0 B~ Held Thursday 
An inquest into the death of 
Robert D. Beadleston, a 
sophomore from Oreana who 
was found dead May 22 in his 
wrecked car. will be held at 
7:30 p.m. Thursday in the 
Jackson County Court house. 
Beadleston's body was dis-
covered on old Route 13 east 
of Murphysboro. He had ap-
parently been dead for several 
hours when he was found. 
The inquest will be con-
ducted by Harry Flynn, 
Jackson County coroner. ; 
The Mitchell Gallery' will 
sponsor a reception to an-
nounce its display of art 
by graduate students at 6 
p.m. in the Home Economics 
Lounge. 
What's New: How insects age of the important events 
are born and grow. Also a in the wdorld during the past PHON! 549-3560 
film on the Grand Canyon. _~s:e~ve:n~:ay~s:.:. ____ ~_....!==========~ 
Author oj 'Ski Pup' 
To Be Interviewed 
Two hours of news, music 
and light conversation with 
Jim Skokan will be featured 
at 8 a.m. on WSIU's "The 
Morning Show." 
Other highlights: 
2:15 p.m. 
Business Bulletin: News 
from the world of business, 
as it affects business and 
consumer trends. 
7:30 p.m. 
Carnival of Books: An inter-
view With .Oon Freeman, 
author of "Ski Pup." 
11 p.m. 
Moonlight Serenade: Late 
evening mood music for ro-
mance or late n i g h t 
studying. 
Midnight 
News Report: A roundup of 
the news, weather and 
sports. 
6:30 p.m. 
What's New: Films of taran-
tulas and spiders. 
7 p.m. 
Concert: The SIU Male Glee 
Club. 
7:30 p.m. 
Bold Journey: "12 Months 
Marketing Group 
To Hear Easterly 
"J.. Recent Review cf Car-
bondale anJ Its Growth Pat-
terns" will be the topic of a 
talk by Thomas A. Easterly 
at a meeting of the Marketing 
Club at 7:30 p.m. today in the 
Studio Theatre. Easterly is 
the building and zoning ad-
mininstrator for the City of 
Carbondale. 
Easterly's talk is intended 
to relate planning for city 
growth to planning of over-
all marketing strategy. 
This will be the club's final 
meeting of the year. All mem-
bers or prospective members 
?!"e urged to be present. 
SPECIAL!! 
n Contact Le 
Enjoy the convenience ond ap-
appearance advantages of contact 
lenses at a bargain rate. Yau may 
choos~ 1 white, 1 tin'ted, or bath 
tinted. 
Insurance $10 per year per poir. 
Reg. 69.50 per pro 
2 ~~~R S 1 0000 
CONRAD OPTICAL 
Across from the Varsity Thttat@r _ 
Dr. J .H. Cave, Optometrist 
Comer 16th and Monro •• Herrin _ 
I I A Special Invitation by 
~ The Squire Shop Ltd. : 
S 
S 
~ I 
Come out and enjoy the Carbondale 
Greater Summer Fair at Murdale. 
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Daily Egyptian Editorial Page 
What Became of Ernestine? 
With Commencement time 
nearing, Old Grads the world 
over, preparing to reunite, 
are getting chatty little Alumni 
Notes about their fellow class-
mates: These Alumni Notes 
dwell heavily on those who 
have made it big-the med 
student who went on to become 
the celebrated surgeon, the 
philosophy major whQ advises 
Presidents, the campus poli-
tician who became Governor, 
and on 'Hid on. 
Never a woret is said, 
though, about those who 
missed the mark, whose :lright 
promise as students turned to 
cold ash, who stumbled drear-
ily into one of life's pitfalls. 
To balance the ledger some-
what, we pass along these un-
official Alumni Notes, sad !:nd 
discordant though some 01 
them be: 
HENR Y (HUSTLE) M\)U-
TON, '39, whose classmates 
Information on Visit~ng 
Legislature, Springfield 
By Paul Simon 
Illinois State Senator 
not possible for him to do so. 
"What else should we see 
in Springfield besides the 
legislature in action?" 
still chuckle about his attempt 
to obtain an advance copy of 
Prof. Smons's final exam in 
Phys Ed 273, The True Mean-
ing of Sports. Henry assures 
us that the Internal Revenue 
Service was mistalcen. He still 
shows his old sense of humor 
in commenting on prison food. 
Henry's address is 27643, 
Federal Hous;e of Detention, 
Lackluster, Minn. 
Frequently people contact 
legislators and ask questions 
about our seSSions, par-
ticularly if they pIa11 to visit 
Springfield. 
The other main attractions 
are Lincol,,'s home, Lincoln's 
tomb, and the New Salem vil-
lage a few miles from Spring-
field. recreated to look much 
as it did when Lincoln lived 
there. An additional new 
tourist spot is the first 
capitol building in Springfield, 
uni:il recently the Sangamon 
County courthouse. The state 
museum and state historical 
library are also of interest. 
Of all of these, the one I 
feel that is most moving is 
Lincoln's tomb. 
ERNESTlNE GLOUBER. AB 
'48, MA '50, PhD '57, whose 
dissertation on "A Hume is 
Not a House" is considered 
a major contribution to cur-
rent philosophical thought, re-
cently participated in the Get-
Out-Of-Santo-Domingo march 
in Washington. Ernestine's 
picture, which appeared in the 
WASHINGTON POST, showed 
her carrying a sign lettered 
AGGRESORS ARE PHINKS. 
Asked by a reporter how she, 
a college woman with grad-
uate degrees, could do such 
a thing, Ernestine replied, 
"I never was good at 
spelling." 
INTERNATIONAL CRAZE 
Here are a few of the ques-
tions. and answers: 
"Can the public visit the 
legislature during sessions?" 
Yes. 
H Are passes needed?" 
No. 
"When is a got)d time to 
vIsit?" 
Sessions usually begin about 
noon on Mondays and near 
10:00 a.m. on other days. 
Full sessions are often not 
held Fridays. Ordinarily-both 
houses meet through the lunch 
hour. That is why you may 
occasionally see someone 
eating a hamburger or drink-
ing a milkshake. That's our 
lunch. Even better than visit-
ing regular sessions is visit-
ing committee meetings. Here 
is where much of the hard work 
is done-or occasionally not 
done. If you are in Springfield 
visiting the legislature, ask 
someone what committees are 
meeting and what might be 
interesting. You will find 
le~islators of both panies and 
the personnel around the 
legislature ready to help in any 
way possible. 
"Can you tell what will be 
discussed in advance?" 
Ordinarily we cannot. We 
are given a calendar (work 
schedule) each morning, list-
ing bills pending, but not 
everything on the calendar i~ 
called for debate or passage. 
In addition, resolutions and 
other items of business not on 
the calendar can be intro-
duced. 
"How can I contact my 
representative or senator 
when I am in Springfield?" 
Go to the door of the House 
or Senate on the third floor of 
the capitol. Give the door-
keeper your name. If the 
representative from you r 
district is involved in debate 
he will not be able to come 
out. This does not mean you 
should feel offended. He must 
take care of his main job first 
on the floor of the House or 
Senate. But ordinarily he will 
be happy to come to the door 
and exchange greetings with 
you. 
"When will sessions end?" 
They will run at least until 
July 1 st. There is a good 
possibility that in this session 
they will go much beyond 
July 1st. 
"Is it possible to see the 
Governor?" . 
Ordinarily it is not. His 
duties are panicularly heavy 
during a legislative session, 
and much as he would like to 
visit with the many groups 
that come to Springfield. it is 
GEORGE MEERSCHAUM, 
'49, winner of the coveted 
Silver Sword for military ex-
cellence as an ROTC cadet, 
has been promoted again to 
Pte. George was among those 
who tool( part recently in a 
parachute drop at Fort Bragg. 
Get well soon, George. 
Today's Collegians 
Becoming Concerned 
It's your legislature and 
your state capitol. Between 
now and July I st is a good time 
to see both. 
Marriage-An institution 
which teaches man frugality, 
regularity, temperance and 
other virtues he wouldn't need 
if he stayed single.-The Al-
gOfla Upper Des Moines. 
BRAD HOUCKLOOPER, '40 
is no longer with the State 
Department. Brad's wife says 
he left no forwarding address 
and an FBI search at Manila 
of a China-bound freighter 
failed to turn him up. His 
classmates will miss him at 
the 25th reunion. 
By Roben M. Hutchins 
When I was in colJege 50 
years ago my classmates and 
I were all incipient organiza-
tion men. College graduates in 
those days were two per cent 
of the population. They came 
from the "best" families-
that is. those which had the 
most money. They came to 
college because it was the 
thing to do, and they expected 
to go on doing whatever was 
the thing to do when they got 
out. 
Ad astra per aspera. 
-Chapel Hill (N.C.) Weekly This purpose didnotinvo)ve 
'RVING DIU,'ARD 
An Historic Day in Court 
Monday, May 17 is .. day to go down in let· 
tE:, s of gold in the books that record the 
history of liberty. For the first time an act 
of Congress was declilred unconstitutional 
because it violated the 
First Amendment's guar· 
l'ntee of individual free-
dom against tresspass by 
the federal government. 
The law that was reject. 
ed as invading the citi· 
zen's freedom was an the 
statute books only SiD C e 
1962, but that was three, 
years too long. This was 
the act that put it up to the 
citizen to sign and send in 
~ ~~i::!!!t h:d:r= ... 10' Dim ... 
to him and held at a rort of entry as "com· 
munist propaganda." 
To oppose the law is not to fawr the puf· 
fery from the communist printing presses. 
But it is to say that Americans have enough 
confidence in their democracy that they are 
not afraid to allow the free flow of ideas 
whatever they may be. 
Scores Adverse Effeds 
Justice Douglas, speakibg for a UDaJJi.. 
mous Supreme court, said the act was: "AI· 
most certain to have a deterrent effect, 
especially as respects those who have sensi. 
tive positions. Tbeir livelihood may be de-
pendent on a security clearance. Publi'! 1If. 
ficiaIs, like school teachers who have DO 
tenure, might think they would invite disas-
ter if they read what the government Says 
contains thl' seeds of treason. The regime 
or this act is at war with the "uninhibited 
-robust;· and wide open debate and ~ 
sion' that are contemplated by the Firs t 
Amendment." 
The government erred when it set up tbiI 
snooping into the mails in 1948. The late 
President Ken D e d y was right III knock-
ing out the regulation iii 1961. Congreu 
erred again by writing it inle a law. 
W"olesale Denial of Rig"" 
Speaking of stands for liberty, Judice 
Black was Del<<1r blunter thu in /liS opinion 
favoring a decision in the case of the Ameri-
can Committee for the Protection of the For. 
eign Born vs. Subversive Activities Control 
Board. After supporting the opfnlon of .1: .. 
tice Douglas, Justice Black Hid on Ilia 
own behalf in opposition to the "freedom-
crusl!inE" law inquestinn: ' 
"It is difficult to find laws more thought. 
stifling than this ODe _ in c:ouatries c0n-
sidered the most benighted. . . . My vote 
IS to hear the case now and bold the law 
to he what I think it ~ wbolseale de!liu 
of wbat I believe to be the eoustituticaa1 
heritage of every freedom-1ovln;I Ameri-
CaD.'" 
There is no mistaking those words. Nor Is 
there anyway to mistake lawyer Albert E. 
Jenner's denunciation of the House ua-Ameri. 
can activitie.o :ommiUee's subpenaing of Dr. 
Jeremiah Stamler, adult health division di. 
rector in Chicago, and his assistant, Mrs. 
Yoluda F. Hall. Jenner, an eminent Re-
publican and widely respected member of 
the Chicago bar, said the HUAC IJearinp 
lacked "any legislative purpose." As c0un-
sel for both these wiUiesses, Jenner aid 
the order to Mrs. Hall was "solely to pgl-
'ish, embarrass, and llarass her" for c iv it 
rights activit-. 
learning anything, except the 
types of learning involved in 
malcing friends, discovering 
how to get along with people 
and, if poSSible, how to get 
ahead of them. 
Hence the curriculum did 
not mean anything to us. An 
occasional professor might 
accidentally interest us be-
cause of his anecdotal style, 
his eccentricity or his histri-
onic ability. 
Our real lives were in 
extracurricular acti vities. 
Here we found vitality and 
challenge and something that 
looked far more like prepara-
tion for success than the un-
intelligible list of badly taught 
courses in the catalog. 
As for the world outside, it 
never crossed our minds. The 
First World War was goingon 
when I went to college. I cannot 
remember any discussion of it 
or of American participation 
until Congress declared war. 
Most people of my genera-
tion, and many who are 
younger than I, think that 
the reason for going to college 
is to get a leg up the social 
and economic ladder and to 
learn how to fit into the en-
vironment without perceptible 
shock. This must be why the 
first suggestion made about 
student demonstrations today 
is that they are inspired and 
led by Communists. It is hard 
for us to realize that, though 
the colleges have not changed 
much. the students have. 
They are also seriously 
concerned about what they see 
around them. They have every 
reason to be. The prevailing 
scale of values in this country 
must be rejected by every in-
telligent person. The manifes-
tation of these values in the 
commercials on television and 
our adventures in VietNam and 
the Dominican RepiIblic is 
made only slightly more palat-
able by our reluctant agree-
ment to give the Negro his 
political rights. 
The present generation of 
students will be absorbed all 
too soon into the mass society. 
In the meantime we must 
applaud the "teach-ins" and 
hope that the next student 
generation will keep up the 
good fight. 
(Copyright 1965, Los An-
geles Times) 
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'War on Ugliness Conference 
Of 5 States Planned at SIU 
Plans for a Midwestern 
follow-up to the White House 
conference on natural beauty 
are well under way at SIU. 
John F. H. Lonergan, SIU 
landscape architect, one of 
800 delegates to the White 
House conclave, said 1,1Urs-
day that a five-state regional 
conference will be held at 
SIU the first week in Sep-
tember in response to Presi-
dent Johnson's plea for acti")n 
against blight and ugliness. 
Lonergan and Stephen Col-
by, field representative of 
SlU's Mississippi Valley In-
vestlgation office and another 
conference delegate, are plan-
ning the session here. Loner-
gan said state, county and 
municipal officials, planners, 
business executives and civic 
organization leaders will be 
invited. He said attendance 
could reach 2,000. 
funds by states for scenic 
improvement along primary 
and secondary roads. 
Rep. Kenneth Gray, West 
Frankfort, "definitely" will 
attend the follow-up meeting 
here, Lonergan said. The 
President assured delegates 
that a member of the cabinet 
would be on call to attend 
such regional meetings. 
. A. B. Mifflin,. assistant co-
ordinator of Central Publica-
tions at SIU, and Lawrence 
Craney, district landscaper 
for the Illinois Highway De-
partment in Carbondale, are 
also on the conference plan-
ning staff. 
"The President's strong 
promises of complete govern-
ment backing have turned this 
whole beautification concept 
into a much bigger thing than 
first met the eye," Lonergan 
said. "He wants no weak spots 
in government participation." 
White House delegates were 
JOHN F. LONERGAN 
strongly critical of "economy-
minded" thinking of engineers 
and architects. with little 
thought to how things look, 
Lonergan said. 
"The President made it 
clear that he thinks aestheticS 
is worth paying for, and in 
fact is good business," Loner-
gan said. 
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Eight Asian Studies Courses 
Planned for Summer Term 
SIU's Committee on Asian 
Studies will offer eight speCial 
courses during the summer 
seSSion, June 21-Aug. 29, Wil-
liam H. Harris, chairman of 
the committee, said. 
The courses are designed 
for public school teachers who 
Prof. William Gray 
Hmwred at DePauw 
wish to strengthen offerings 
in their schools. Harris said. 
The courses are: "In-
dividual Work in Anthropol-
ogy," (Anthropology 483). 
Instructors are Bruce B. Mac-
Lachlan, assistant professor 
of anthropology, and Joel M. 
Maring, lecturer in anthropol-
ogy. 
" Readings in Anthropol-
ogy," (Anthropology 585). 
Instructors are MacLachlan 
A citation will be presented and Maring. 
to William D. Gray, professor "Comparative Economic 
of botany at SIU, by DePauw Systems," (GSB 312). The 
University. at its annual year- instructor is Donald A. Wells, 
end alumni luncheon. associate professor of eco-
The citation is for "recog- nomics. 
nirion of outstanding achieve- c. Ac.vanced Regional Geog-
ments and service which re- raphy: Eastern and Southern 
flect honor upon DePauw." Asia," (Geography 466a). The 
A distinguished teacher and instructor is Floyd F. Cun-
an eminent research botanist. ningham, professor of geog-
Gray graduated from DePauw raphy. 
32 years ago. He received his ccGovernment and Politics 
Ph.D. at the University of of South Asia." (Government 
pennsylvania. 460). The instructor is Wil-
All delegates to the White 
House conference (May 24-26) 
were "tremendously in-
spired" by the interest of 
President Johnson and his ad-
ministration, Lonergan said. 
Either Johnson or his wife 
attended every session of tbe 
conference, and most cabinet 
members were there, be 
added. 
City Council Meeting Dates 
To Be Shifted to Mondays 
Gray is credited with devel- liam Hardenbergh, assistant 
oping a process to produce professor of government. 
protein from carbohydrate "History of Inner Asian Re-
media. a substantial break- lations of India," (History 
through for geographical 455). The instructor is Ping-
areas deficient in p.otein Chi a Kuo, professor of 
resources. history. 
Johnson announced plans to 
send four bills to Congress 
dealing with stiff controls on 
highway billboards and junk-
yards, and use of federal 
Special Workshops 
Set for Summer 
SIU'G College of Education 
is offering a score of spe-
cIal workshops In addition to 
its regular classes this slim-
mer, Dean Elmer J. Clark 
announced. 
Although the University is 
on a year-round schedule of 
four 12-week quarters, some 
classes for persons engaged 
in teaching during the regular 
school year are set up for 
eight weeks--June 21 to Aug. 
13--Dean Clark said. 
He called attention of teach-
ers and other interested per-
sons to the wl1rkshops that 
will be offered in the depart-
ments of elementary educa-
tion, health education, in-
structional materials, sec-
ondary education, special edu-
cation, physical education for 
both men and women, recrea-
tion and outdoor education, 
and educational administra-
tion and supervision. 
Interested persons can 
write the College of Educa-
tion or obtain a copy of the 
schedule of summer classes 
from SIU's Central Publica-
tions. 
Carbondale City Council 
meetings in the future will be 
beld on Monday night instead 
of Tuesday. An ordinan.ce was 
adopted at the June 1 meeting 
changing the night. However, 
the time. 7:30. will remain 
the same. 
Commissioner Joseph R. 
Ragsdale recommended that 
the bid on a new pump for 
the Crab Orchard pumping 
station be accepted immedi-
ately instead of being referred 
to committee for con-
sideration. 
"The bid of $7,800 comes 
very close to the estimated 
amount of $7,500. and it is 
the only bid we have re-
ceived:' said Ragsdale. "The 
present pump is in very bad 
shape. Work should be started 
as soon as possible to re-
place it:' 
The Council passed a motion 
to accept-the bid. 
An ordinance specifying 
rules for all coin operated 
machines except juke boxes 
Wesley Foundation 
To Hold Banquet 
"Fantasy in Music" will be 
the theme of this year's Wes-
ley Foundation spring banquet 
to be held at 7 p.m. Friday 
at the Wesley Foundation. 
Included in the evening pro-
gram will be the installation 
of new officers. Tickets can 
be purchased at the founda-
tion at $1.25 per plate. 
STO • 
NOL Students: You Must 
Report! 
MDL students.,. if you are leaving SIU permanently, you must 
report to tfooe Bursar's Office BEFORE leaving. If you plan to 
teach" join the seYrice~ cr are just 'h'onsf.r,ing you must report 
your plans. 
Report to Mr. Clore at the Bursar's Office 
was adopted as read. Included 
in the ordinance was a $10 
license fee. There already 
exists an ordinance for juke 
toxes. 
John T. Gladden and Louis 
T. Baker were approved by 
the council as replacements 
for two patrolmen vacancies. 
PermiSSion was granted for 
Carbondale busines&men to 
hold an c. Autocade" June 5. 
1 ~is is the Saturday of the 
"Carbondale Summer Fair." 
In dOSing, Mayor D. Blaney 
Miller wished good luck to 
the visiti~g high school class. 
Many of them were graduating 
seniors. "it bas been a 
pleasure having you With us." 
said the mayor. "'I hope some 
day, as future leaders. you 
will be sitting here t;!l the 
Council." 
Gray, a writer and holder "Special Problems in Phi-
of three U.S. patents. is a losophy: Oriental Philoso-
native of Jeffersonville, Ind. phy," (Philosophy 490). The 
Leonard Conducts instructor is William H. Harris. professor of phi-
Sf d . N' . losophy. U yin Igerla "Philosophies and Religic>ns 
Joseph Leonard. assistant of India." (GSC 311). Ha!'ris 
professor of English, has gone is the ~structor. 
~n~~~tr!:ithwt~~r;O~~F~:~d~ --S-A-V"E---S-A-V-E---S-A-V-E-
arion to mak(;o a study of 
teaching English as a foreign KODACOLOR 
language in the African coun-
try. FINISHING 
Robert Jacobs, dean of in-
ternational services at South- $1.00 ~ ..,P 
ern, is chief of the group A.Ibd4 /t..I.IlP/ 
making the study, and has 
:~~~tl~:o visits to Nigeria UNIVERSITY DRUGS 
Leonard. who arrived in 222 W. FREEMAN 
Nigeria April 19, is living 823 S. ILLINOIS 
in the city of Kaduna. 
SALUKI HAll SALUKIARMS 
Luxurious Living 
LuxuriQUS living is not an empty wisb at Saluki Hall. Air conditioned rooms, TV lounge 
and dimng room provide the necessary comforts for cool summer living. 
Convenient Location 
Located on tbe edge of the SIU Campus, Saluki Hall and Saluki Arms are within easy 
walking distance of classes and coeds. Saluki Hall and Saluki Arms are also located 
near the Campus Shopping Center. 
If you would like to enioy both of 
these advantages - DIAL 457 -8045 o. 
See Mr. or Mrs. Hunsinger at Saluki Arms. 
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Pilots, Capsule Pronounced Fit 
For Four-Day Journey in Space 
(Continued from Page I} 
how to perform true sp.::ce 
operations ... 
Included in the flight plan 
are: 
- The initial rendezvous 
with the booster, and a second 
attempt later in the day to 
move close [0 it once more. 
-White's venture into space 
to test man's ability to func-
tion in the strange environ-
ment. 
- The longest flight yet in 
the American space effort, de-
signed to test the effect on 
m an of long exposure to 
weightlessness. 
Each of these goals is vital 
to the nation's plan to place a 
man on the moon early in the 
next decade. 
White, 34, a West Point 
graduate and Air Force major, 
is "a miler-type individual," 
Dr. Charles A. Berry, the as-
tronauts' physician, told a 
news conference. 
He's a calm man, with the 
normally low pulse rate of the 
distance runner. His heart 
normally beats 50 times a 
minute. "When he gets ex-
cited it goes to 80," Berry 
said. 
McDivitt, 35, also an Air 
Force major is in excellent 
health, too. 
As Gemini 4 sails eastward 
over Hawaii on its second 
orbit, McDivitt and White will 
open the spacecraft. White will 
stand. 
At a signal from McDivitt, 
White will leave the craft, and 
-using a special kind of jet 
gun-move toward the spent 
rocket. It is expected to be 
tumbling slowly. 
White will decide whether 
to move close enough to touch 
it. 
"There is a very slight pos-
sibility that it will be stable," 
said Dr. George E. Mueller, 
associate administrator for 
manned' oaceflight. 
The prime danger from a 
tumbling booster is that the 
ragged ends would rip the 
astronaut's spacesuit. Kraft 
said it was doubtful that it 
could hit him hard enough to 
harm him, but this isn't known 
definitely. 
"We'll leave the decision to 
him," Kraft said. 
Soviet cosmonaut Alexei 
Lenonov, the first human to 
venture into space, ex-
perienced some difficulty in 
returning to the spacecraft. 
But Kraft said McDivitt could 
easily haul in White on his 
tether if he should ex-
perience difficulty maneuver-
ing with the jet gun. 
Kraft said commUnications 
between the two astronauts 
will be received by tracking 
stations. He said there was 
no reason why the conver-
sations shouldn't be broad.:ast 
simultaneously to the Ameri-
can people. But if this isn't 
done, he added, it will not be 
an indication of trouble. There 
will be no television pictures 
because the spacecraft didn't 
have room fC'''' the television 
equipment, Kraft said. After 
the second rendezvous at-
tempt, which will come in the 
fifth orbit, McDivitt will 
maneuver the spacecraft into 
a higher orbit designed to last 
for the duration of the mis-
sion. At intervals, space 
agency officials will evaluate 
the condition of the spacecraft 
and the astronauts to deter-
mine whether the mission 
should continue. 
Propulsion Gun to Help White 
Maneuver During Space Walk 
CAPE KENNEDY, Fla. (AP) 
-Just as the Gemini space-
cTaft was the world's first 
manueverable spacecraft. so 
astronaut Edward H. White II 
aims to become the world's 
first maneuverable spaceman. 
When White leaves the 
Gemini 4 spacecraft, 135 
miles above the southern 
United States, to take his walk 
in the vacuum of space Thurs-
day, he will be able to propel 
himself in the direction he 
wishes to go. He'll get the 
propulsion from a spacegun 
held in his hand - a piece of 
equipment with the mundane 
name of "self-maneuvering" 
unit. u 
The first human to take 
a space stroll was SOViet Cos-
monaut Alexei Leonov last 
March. But officials of the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space 
Administration say Leonov 
carried no propulsion device. 
When the time came to return 
to his space vehicle. he had to 
pull himself in hand over hand 
along his tether. 
White's spacegun was de-
veloped at the Manned Space 
Flight Center over atwo-year 
period. It's a jet gun. Which 
works on the principle that 
propels a toy balloon when 
you suddenly let the air out 
of it. 
When White wishes to move 
forward. he will squeeze the 
front half of the trigger. The 
oxygen jets will shoot out the 
rabbit-ear nozzles past his 
body on either side. pushing 
him forward. When he wishes 
to stop or move backward. he-
will squeeze the rear half of 
the trigger. shooting th;~ 
oxygen out the front nozzle. 
On a special bracket atop 
the gun. White will have a 35 
milimeter camera With a 
50mm lens to take color pic-
tures of the spacecraft. its 
spent booster and earth. 
Summer & Fall Living Jor Women 
1. Spacious Sunbathing Lanai 
3. Completely Air Conditioned 
2. Large Dining Facilities 
4. Seven Separate Lounges 
5. Award Winning Swimm.ing Pool 
"Southern's Finest Off-Campus Environment" 
Re:;ervations for summer term must be made immediately. Contact Mrs. 
Shafter at 600 FREEMAN or call 549-1176 ----. 457·7660. 
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'HIM AND HER' 
Eric. Atlanta ]OUftlal 
Astronaut's Son Mows Lawn 
While Dad Prepares for Flight 
HOUSTON. Tex. (AP) - Ed-
ward H. White III mowed the 
lawn Wednesday but the 11-
year-old youngster's mind 
was on Cape Kennedy. Fla •• 
and Gemini 4. 
The boy's father is sched-
uled Thursday to become the 
first American to walk in 
space 
Just 24 hours before the 
C ape Kennedy launch, the 
families of astronauts Edward 
H. White II and James A. 
McDivitt were starting a nor-
mal day that, in addition to 
lawnmowing. included lemon-
ade, cotton candy and a vlsit 
to a beauty shop. 
WhHe Edward was busy with 
the power mower, his sister, 
Bonnie Lynn, 9, bicycled in the 
neighborhood and their mother 
kept an appointment with a 
h ail·dresser. 
In the Nassau Bay subdi-
vision just two miles away, 
Congratulations 
Graduates 
Special Photo 
Mrs. McDivitt watered the 
lawn as her children - Mike, 
8, Ann Lynn. 6, and Patrick. 
4 - patronized a lemonaae 
and cotton candy stand neigh-
bor children had set up ne arby. 
Both families plan to watch 
the start of the four-day flight 
on television in their homes. 
No definite plans were an-
nounced but it was assumed 
Mrs. McDivitt and Mrs. White 
will visit Mission Control 
Center at some point during 
the flight. 
Senate Votes Funds 
For Space Program 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
Senate passed overwhelmling-
ly Wednesday a new $5.2-
billion authorization bill to 
continue the nation's space 
programs. 
Among other things. the bill 
would authorize fund;;; to 
attempt to land a man on the 
moon and return him in or 
before 1970. 
Passage. by a 79-4 vote. 
came after the Senate tabled, 
59-26, an amendment by Sen. 
Russell B. Long, D-La •• de-
signed to retain government 
ownership of most patents 
resulting from government-
financed research. 
Shop Witb 
DAlLY EGYPTIAN 
Advertlsen 
/" --~ ~ 
For Gradu ... s~nIV •• 
A Beautifully ~ 
Finished 5X7 Only $245 
Sepia Portraii 
This h a moment of great 
.chievement and pride in yOW'" 
lire. 
Remembe-J' it again and Allain 
with II fine selectloa of por-
trait. from our Studio. 
Only $2.99 
t4t#a ~~ 
Dial 549-3912 FOr Appointment 
MURDAlE SHOPPING CENTER 
Plus small charges 
for frei gilt and set 
Up. 
127 N. Washington 
457-4085 Carbondale 
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House Approves Johnson Request 
For $4.8 Billion Excise Tax Cut 
"HOW IS IT NOW? TOO MUCH PEPPER? 
A LITTLE MORE SALT?' 
WASHINGTON CAP) - The 
House passed Wednesday, 
401-6, legislation for a $4.8-
billion slash in excise taxes 
that could bring prices down 
on a Wide variety of goods from 
automobiles to lipsticks. 
would go into effect in just at 10 per cent, on a variety 
four weeks - July 1. of other goods, including 
If the Senate follows suit, as 
is expected, this would be the 
second major tax cut in as 
many years. Income taxes 
were reduced last year by an 
amount now estimated at $14 
billion. 
The reductions provided by 
the House-passed bill would 
not be complete until Jan. I, 
1969, but a major portion 
Moreover, the initial three 
percentage point cut in the 
automobile e xci s e - an 
average of about $ 75 for a pas-
senger car - and the repeal 
of the 10 per cent tax on air 
conditioners would be retro-
active, applying to all sales 
after May 14. 
Other repeals taking effect 
July 1 would be those of the 
10 per cent retail taxes on 
furs, jewelry, luggage, toilet 
preparations, and the manu-
facturers' taxes, most of them 
appliances, cameras, busi-
ness machines, radio, phono-
graph and television sets and 
most sporting goods. 
On Dec. 31, the tax on 
cabarets and theater, sport-
ing events and other admis-
Sions would go off, to be fol-
lowed on Jan. 1 by another 
ba."~h of excises, including 
those on club dues, passen-
ger automobile parts and sales 
of stocks and real estate. Also 
on Jan. 1 the 10 per cent 
telephone tax would be cut to 
3 per cent, the tax would be 
C - I R hl· U cut to 3 per cent, the first ongresswna epu reans rge step in a gradual elimina-
tion to be complete Jan. I, 
V TF7 ld ;II· "'7- t 7l.T 1969, and the automobile tax 
.L'ree ". or lueettnf{ on ,. Ie l1am would be cut one more per-
L.. centage point in a similar 
WASHINGTON CAP) - Re- But House Republicans said phasing. 
publicans declared Wednesday they are not giving blanket 
that the United States has not approval to Johnson's foreign 
found an adequate military policy. 
answer to communism in South "In view of the critical 
Viet Nam. situation in Viet Nam," they 
They called for afreeworld said, "we have not considered 
conference to line up Allied the past few months as the 
support in the war there, and propitious time to stress 
decided to send a fact-finding points of disagreement with 
te am to Paris to look into the administration in foreign 
troubles besetting the Atlantic policy." 
Alliance. GOP policymakers did take 
While urging President a slap at Johnson on civil 
Johnson to use "whatever rights. They said the ad-
measures are necessary" to ministration has not enforced 
win in Viet Nam, they avoided the letter and the spirit of 
any suggestion that the Vnited civil rights laws. 
States use nuclear weapons 
there. 
In general, a barrage of 
GOP declarations found little 
to criticize in the way John-
son has handled the war in 
Southeast Asia. 
Dominican Rebels 
Reiect Elections 
SAIII""TO DOMINGO, Domin-
ican Republic (AP) - Rebel 
l,~aders rejected Wednesday 
a junta proposal for newelec-
tions to settle the Dominican 
conflict. 
Col. Francisco Caamano 
Deno, who presides over the 
rebel regime, turned aside as 
"a fable," the election for-
mula laid down Tuesday night 
by the civilian-military junta. 
Caamano told newsmen that 
before any election could be 
contemplated by the rebel fac-
tion a new government operat-
ing under the 1963 constitu-
tion must be restored. 
The junta, headed by Gen. 
Ant 0 n i 0 Imbert Barrera, 
called for elections as early 
as possible under the super-
vision of the Organization of 
American States. The elec-
tion would be open to all 
"democratic panies." 
U.S. Marines Seore 
Vietory Over Reds 
SAIGON, Soutt. Viet Nam 
(AP) - U.S. Marine patrols 
scored their greatest triumph 
of the Vietnamese war Wed-
nesday. They caught up witt> 
some Viet Cong guerrillas in 
areas near the Marine beach-
head at Chu La! and killed 20 
without suffering a scratch In 
return. 
Militarily the Marines' tac-
tical victory in the Chu Lai 
sector, 52 miles south of Da 
Nang, was a bright spot in a 
day that, for Americans and 
Sou t h Vietnamese alike, 
tended to be overcast. 
North Vietnamese gunners 
downed two U.S. Navy planes 
in quick succession about 70 
miles south of Hanoi and all 
their five crewmen were re-
poned killed. A rescue pilot 
said there was no chance they 
survived. 
The loss of the five Ameri-
cans was !he heaviest on any 
single day of the raids that 
were launched against North 
Viet Nam Feb. 7. 
American dead in combat 
in Viet Nam now total 401. 
Soviets Blamed for Allowing 
Attack on U.S. Military Mission 
HEIDELBERG, Germany 
(AP) - The U.S. Army com-
mander in Europe blamed So-
viet authorities Wednesdayfc.r 
failure to stop the invasion of 
the U.S. military mission in 
East Germany. 
An American flag was torn 
down and the mission building 
in Potsdam near East Berlin 
was damaged Tuesday by 300 
demonstrators protesting U.S. 
action in Viet Nam. 
Gen. Andrew P. O'Meara 
sent a sharply worded protest 
to the Soviet army chief in 
Germany. H"l called the 
demonstration "'vicio:.JsJ ' and 
"capricious." He said he 
viewed "With utmost gravity 
and concern" Soviet failure 
"to protect the lives and 
property of the United States 
military liaison mission." 
At about the same time, a 
West German government of-
ficial in Bonn charged that the 
mission was attacked by 
largely "Communist officials 
and people's police in mufti." 
The spokesman said the Bonn 
government received news of 
the demonstration "with in-
dignation." 
In his letter to Soviet Gen. 
Petr K. Koshevoy, O'Meara 
said "I hold you completely 
responsible for these lawless 
actions." He prote st ed 
"the vicious and capricious 
destruction perpetrated by an 
uncontrolled mob of East Ger-
man hoodlums against United 
States property." 
President J 0 h n son ad-
vocated the cuts on the double 
ground of keeping the economy 
rolling at its present clip and 
making the tax structure more 
equitable. Unlilte the general 
sales taxes in use in many 
states, the federal taxes 
applied to specified goods 
only. 
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1,381 at Carbondale Campus on Deans' List; 
Some 1,381 students on the Janice M. Buckley' r.RAWFORD Donald B. Webb Barbara A. Dalton Barry H. Westfall 
Carbondale campus made the CarrieU. Canalia Sue E. Webb Ronald J. DeBoer Stechen Whittenberg 
Deans' List for the winter Barbara Carlson 
Victor L. Corder Billy D. Pierce Willard A. Dillow Joseph H. Wierschem 
Marian P. Chapman Darrell W. Mefford Cheryl J. Biscontini Julia C. Domville' John C. Wilmert quarter, including 279 with Beverly J. Cox Alan F. Ackman Gary L. Griffith Jerry D. Drennan Nancy M. Wing 
5.0 averages. Here is the list John F. DauS/:herty Samuel F. Richey Mary A. Missa\age' Rayburn Dudenbostel James C. Winquist Jr. of Illinois students who made Paul W. Dembski Larry D. Edwards William E. Wright 
the list. They are listed alpha- Sharon E. Farmer' DE KALB 
Gloria J. Replyuk Merrill D. Emling- Winston C. Zoeckler 
betically by counties and then Roy E. Fronczyk William J. Spicer Victoria S. Erickson judith A. Zuiker' 
cities. Joseph Galeno 
Jacquelyn A. Carlson Larry E. Nuhn Steven L. Fairfield Mary A. Spytek 
Roben R. Gapsewicz Roger Dee Plapp Fredrick L. Sample MelVin L. Feathers Karl E. Maple 
David G. Gilbert Richard Stubblefield George K. Fisher Billy L. Stark' ADAMS DE WITT Everett D. Tbompson' Sherrill Echternkamp Roben A. Gont Phillip S. Foster Dennis L. East' 
James C. Grenda" Philip M. Donaldson" Lawrence D. Burzynski Robert W. Prank Malcolm J. Todd Julie A. Enel" 
Roben P. Hanzlik' William L. Gibson Ruth F. Docheny Steven C. Gerlach Janet S. ChadWick Colleen Sue Kulla 
Carolyn A. Go\tane Paula Capps Patrit;ia A. Goetsch Eva M. Minckler Dennis A. Cornwell 
Lawrence E. Jasud OOUGLAS John P. Davis Mary L. Goodman Robert C. Riepe 
ALEXANDER Joan M. Jefferson Rex J. Bridges" Rlchud G. Higgerson Walter A. Goodpaster William O. Bizzell Annabelle Hubbard 
Richard A. Hart Betty J. Johnson Marcia Orlowski Judith Ann Gray Inez G. 'Blessing 
Richard T. Coury Paul B. Kamiak DU PAGE Jack Podnar Depina D. Gregory Richard Borgsmiller 
Philip A. Gregory Robert Koresian Cynthia L. Martinus John W. Prock Mary J. Gross Beverley R. Bradley" 
James W. Keistler Diane B. Kosowski" Carol A. Bartels Jacqueline F. Riley judith A. Harbison Robert· R. Bulach" 
Janet K. Mason Georgia C. Lejman Rita I .• Menzies Schuyler B. Vaughan Marilyn C. Harris Bernella Irene Busch 
John R. Milford James A. Lowenstein George W. Thomas William R. Hayes Jr. William L. Daniel 
Robert L. Mcinnis Ronald R. Flach" Judy Mae Hegglin Albert R. Elliott Patricia A. Pitcher Diane C. Blakemore" George J. Connor" 
Karen S. Profilet" Roben' A. Metzler Robert K. Popp" Martin C. He~g!jn Merle A. Evans Darryl E. Nortoll Kenneth R. Hansen Be\erly A. Hendee Bonnie S. Gillenberg Phyllis S. Thomas" Joann Schumacher Nancy J. Higgerson 
Michael L. Yates' Daine Ogrizovich Vivian J. Bening Raymond A. Lucas Jr. Barbara R. Hess" James F. Givens 
John R. Abercrombie Peter E. Pala Allen D. Mejdtlch Mary L. Hickman Janice A. Graff 
Donna Pell:!r Judson T. Mitchell Lee H. Hill Richard A. Green Paula R. Smith Barbara G. Nemetsky BOND Jacqueline Pluzynski" Claudia M. Watkins Clifford R. Hilliard- William H. Ha~lowell 
Theron T. Dewey n' Donna J. Radakovich Donnell R. Culley Jr. 
Jane A. Ogden Paul F. Hinckley Grace A. Hussey 
James M. Rambo Mark B. Mabee Barrett K. Holder" Edgar L. Jones Jr. BUREAU Paul G. Ramirez John R. Novy" Robert L. Holland Thomas H. Jones 
David F. Boesch John C. Redmond Linda L. Blakeslee FULTON Lynda G. Houghland Gloria G. Kessel 
Gregory G. Pierson John F. Sandner Elizabeth Colley Frank J. Duquenne Janice L. Jacobs Janet M. Lewis Barbara M. Swanson Alan K. Schreiber Harrison R. Hitchner Linda J. Nelson" Aniee J. Joffray Gary E. Martyn Bruce J. Raabe Howard S. Shellberg judith M. Williams Raymond C. Lenzi Mary E. Jones Karen L. Moorleghen Marianne P. Springer Ronald B. Couture" Perry A. Arnett Ronald W. Jones· William J. Pittman CALHOUN Simon K. Stannish Ken!1eth F. Marsick. Patricia K. Kardon Edgar F. Raines Jr. 
Thomas E. Benz John W. Swickard Nancy A. Price Nola N. Keepper Mildred R. Riley 
Arthur L Sychowski Da,id M. Chester Robert F. Keller Jr. Priscilla A. Rowden" CARROLL Robert A. Tatgenhorst Robert G. Gorden GALLATIN Carl C. Kimbrel" judith Ann Schall 
Richard A. Lawrence William A. Viclk Shirley J. Hesterman· Lynda K. Barnett Murlin K. Klukis ,)'ames L. Siefert 
Raymond P. Vincent Steven E. Nelson Charles W. Wenzel· Mary J. Kochan Dorothy R. Martin" 
CHAMPAIGN Edward P. Walden Arlette A. Kinst Mary J. Kanady Fred E. Krieg 
William G. Bretzlaff Don A. Walter" Joseph Domko Frances J. Edwards Virginia Ann Kuehn JASPER William L. Busch Barbara A. Weber Lawrence W. Smith Hadley H. Kurtz Ilene N. James" Dennis S. Doyle Rochelle A. Weinberg George P. Reinecke Mildred G. Largent Coarol A. Cleaver John M. Hassler Edward A. Weisblatt Dale R. Solyom HAMILTON James T. Lemons Robert A. Peterson Marge Wiegman Catherine M. Clist Terry L. Clark Adrian L. Lewis Catherine L. Lewis JEFFERSON Paul R. Stowe Kim L. Wolter Stephen James Snyder Dorothy C. Hood Stephen K. Taulbee' Diane .Yoho Marvin E. Lich Sharelle K. Byars· 
Justus S. Templeton Ronald L. Hagerman' Paul G. Krouse Mary J. Lindley Howard J. Ashbrook" 
Norma J. UnZicker John R. Stankus EDGAR Della L. Lowry William D. Lodge Lendell L. Cocke 
Barbara A. Messman· Thomas M. Flint Darrell L. Good Jerry L. Wolf Kristina Logue Theodore E. Darden Jr 
Dorothy L. Ochs Margaret B. Bode Roberr R. Landes Gary Lee Martin· Martha L. Edmison· 
Bruce A. Lefavi Kathy M. Wolak Mary A. Ludington David R. McBean Thelma J. Hughey" 
Ruth E. Trotter Thomas A. Hart· HANCOCK Cheryl E. McBride Linda J. Mays· 
Barbara A. McWard Georp;ann S. Percival EDWARDS Bette' A. Weinberg· Susan K. McClary Sidney P. Milliner" 
Phillip G. Cook Sharon A. Hcolmstedt' Earl G. Frankland Daniel L. Campbell Stephen A. McGrath Leslie A. Porter 
Lucy M. Dinkel Thomas E. Barry Karen R. Nash John McHale Jerry K. sammons 
Gen~ E. Mat:rews Diane L. Benson Nina L. Reid 
HARDIN 
judith A. Mcintyre Diana Springmier* 
Suzan R. Sayles Sandra L. Harding Kenton D. Saxe Patrick Micken Cleo I. Tice· 
Robert E. Carlson Harvey A. Hisgen* James E. Pettigrew Jr. Rosemary C. Berry Elsie J. Miller Leatha K. Webb" 
Karen L. Huls Robert P. Hisgen Joanne M. Strine Michael p. Humm William V. Moore" Jerry E. White 
CHRISTIAN James M. Schmidt Patricia L. Murden Laverne 5. Borowiak 
Judith Ann Wade Wendel A. Pugh EFFINGHAM HENRY Richard p. Nelson judith L. Westphal Stephen W. Whitlock Dennis L. Berkbigler James A. Newbank*" JERSEY 
Constance L. Wilson Michael D. Benhart Winifred S. Norman Sherrill Freesmeyer Barbara J. Beyers Barbara S. Conlin Gary A. Christensen Sheila L. Norsworthy Larry W. Craig" I{ichard J. McGough Larry E. Devantier 
Judirh L. Kolb Susan Slake Glen D. Flowers John T. Hungerford" William A. Parker" JOHNSON Charles B. LounSbury· Mary E. Kirley John W. Patterson Kay M. Wiss 
Mar<lyn L. Tripp 
Joyce E. Popp* Karen D. Tumbleson Nancy K. Pennebaker Sheryl J. Beggs' Dean C. Lahue Donna D. Maxfield William D. Perkins John L. Newton John D. Estes Garrett E. Pierce Carl D. Byers Doris J. Webb" 
Barbara A. Hurtte· Lynn C. Power Mary D. Burkett· IROQUOIS John S. Phelps Roger D. Rainbolt 
CLARK 
John R. Hickle John L. Schmitz Kenneth M. Wilkening 
Virginia A. Phelps· Russell C. Riepe" Dennis E. Meisinger Nancy L. Sherrick :rerry L. Pitchford Harold K. Goodwin Michael Bass" Ann L. Buckner Melva E. Platt 
Lee E. Riegler 
Karen A. Woelfer Terry D. Rothgeb Michael J. povich KANE Douglas O. Colclasure Judith ~. Flesher*" CLAY Donna M. Wallace" Larry A. Schottman Charles W. Powell" Bonnie A. Elsworth Donnell R. Moseley Herbert Echelberger Samuel J. Puckett Philip D. Nicoll" 
David P. Karr FAYETTE. Gail A. Purcell James F. Simmons CLINTON. Karen D. Jahnke· JACKSON Allan P. Rahn . Visvaldls E. Vidmanis 
Marcella A. Schaefer· Terry C. McNulty Keith E, Washburn James K. V. Adams Patricia A. Raines Joseph Zielbauer 
Terry t:. Bosc •• ert Linda M. Vrablik" Linda K. Hoffman Sandra Rickenberg Robert A. Raines Rosalie A. Hagel 
Emile E. Nehrt Gerald B. Richards R. Dennis Koberlein Ronald D. Schatte Martha J. Ramage Donald D. Vanabbema 
Paulette A. Nothaus Richard J. Kalina Alan David Walker John P. Ansedc Susan J. Reazer* Loren W. Vanabbema 
John R. Wendling James F. Kolsky Denny M. Corbell Elise Ashby· Joyce A. Rechtin Lynne D. Murdock 
Curtis L. Rensing John T. Kraska Lydia L. Elam Maurie Ayllon Carolyn W. Rendleman Barbara A. Wirth* 
Jacquelyn J. Goble· Cynthia L. Bovinet*" Romona P. Harrison*" Nancy L. Baggott* ,June B. Riegel Barbara G. Zeni 
Roger J. Ellithorpe Eileen Kleinschmidt Howard F. Benson Jr. Richard N. Roberts Gerry D. Osterland COLES Charles M. Bennett Carol A. Mills· James J. Benz Charlene Robinson' Mary L. Duncan· 
Curtis A. Price David M. Cronin FORD James R. Bertram Howard R. Robinson Johanna Edgar Michael F. Nudd Charles A. Boudreau Robert M. Roop KANKAKEE 
Ella L. Reeves" Sandra K. a<>nham Diehl J. F. McClure Edward L. Boyce" Emery E. Schneider David M. Kelly Anne M. Rodgers" Elizabeth L. Glathart Martha A. Watts Mary E. Bricker*" David B. Schneiderman William H. Carel 3rd 
Lynn M. Oliver Rodney L. Brod· Patricia A. Scott Alan B. Ashton COOK David J. 'vIagee FRANKLIN Jan S. Brooks Wade S. Sebby Margo R. Frenzke Bonita 1.. Bergo Lawrence Van Gelder Joe R. Browning Gary M. Brown Janet M. Seibert Dean G. Graham Jean A. Cashion Edna R. Wislon David A. Dalby Molly B. Brown James P Skokan James J. Mathews Kathleen F. Christi an Douglas M. Dreifus Deloris L. Funcanon Richard Budrls Larry J. Sledge Richard P. Obrecht Diane L. Page Royce J. Fichte" Glenda F. Gilliam· Fern D. Budslick" Robert F. Snyder W. Keith Pendell Peter M. Souhruda Warren R. Jernstad George C. Glover Betty R. Buzbee* Donald E. Stuart Judy A. Schluter Rosemary H. Auer Richard J. Krause Rodney R. Goessman Betty J. Calhoun' Ruth C. Talley" 
Richard E. Ellison Louis J. Sandbote Mack A. Karnes John M. Callahan Jr. james E. Tally KENDALL Clifford A. Hickman Ronald W. Lasch Gary L. Lindsay Millard C. Cameron Brigitte E. Taylor· Joseph R. Janezic John ~. Shafer Anna M. Mayeski David K. Camfield Glenn L. Taybr J anic~ D. Beck 
Douglas C. Kopecky Mickey A. Joffe· Marsha R. McEndree Gary R. Campbell Leonard R. Thies' 
Gerald W. Zimmerman Donna M. Kotarek Sam C. Sluzevich James E. Carnal judith A. Tripp KNOX 
Nancy J. Lewis' Edward G. Lee Jeannine R. Smith Thomas J. Castor James R. Turner Michael R. Snodgrass Diana Hascek' Herbert E.' Retsky Denis J. Overturf Andrew Chan Cynthia Vogler Sharon A. Zahora Lawrence C. Promnitz Carol S, Rossell' Sara J. Eickelman" Tierney G. Cima Karen Lee Voigt David E. Scott Diane J. Huisinga Robert J. Baricovich Rebert C. Hoey Edward J. Ci!<sell John A. Waicukauski 
Barbara A. Kovera Dorothy A. Buczek Gary E. Sanders Ber;;y A. Coale Sue V. Waldron 
Janet L. Nelsen Carole M. Turay John L. Venegont .John S. Cook Marcia K. Walters' LAKE 
Carolyn M. Preis James n. McMahon Marie A. Vincent[ Barbara K. Co\er Jac D. Watson' Da\id E. Krueger 
Robert E. Bechtold' Joanne I.. Vananrooy Mary L. Williams Frank J. Crain Carolyn S. Webb David O. Denison" 
Marilyn J. Beilin rheodore S. Gombis John W. Hargraves Bettina C. Craw;;haw' Lawrence Webster Nancy A. Johnson 
Barry J. Biunde John J. lTrbancic Mark S. Kern Joel F. Crowe Ronnie I.. Wells Daniel H. Borg 
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279 Have 5.0 Averages for Winter Quarter 
Michael J. Ohare Judy C. Sayles ROCK ISLAND Joseph G. Bohlen~ Wilbert Il. Martin kathleen F. Rafferty 
Robert D. Jesse Aubrie N. Starks Jr. Frederick M. Blank Nancy L. Bischoff· Paul D. Claxton Max D. Weekly Suellen Kranz Carole M. Knigge" James W. Kozer John G. Wood 
Donn,. K. Saddoris WHITESIDE Richard E. Allison Edwin W. Murphy Jr.· PEORIA Jonathan D. Hawk Judy A. Zindel Mary D. Gallentine" Margaret A. Roberts Thomas F. Murphy' Harold E. Keistler John S. Srrawn Joan E. Bass Kenneth L. prestley Kenneth R. ZWicke David W. Thompson Ann B. Lewis" Jeffrey J. Glendon Judith A. Biehler Peter Fluck Charles W. Zinkhon· Gary J. Adami Gilbert E. SWain Barbara A. Gebhardt LA SALLE Terry L. Meyer Noretta Buckles SAINT CLAIR Sharon Il. Janssen' Charles C. Boyd Raymeond V. Fulkerson Carrie S. Clauss·' Jeanne A. Baker STEPHENSON Cheryl Schnitzmeyer' Wanita E. Rowe Dennis Carl Duft Michael E. Duncan William C. Baumann Keith W. Bicker Thomas L. Ague John V. Adams Karen S. Nungesser Ellen V. Gibbons Ann M. Bosworth Wade C. Collier John R. Murray Linda L. Schmoeger" Roger P. Voegele John E. Gunter" Ann Boyne Barbara A. Engels Cecelia J. Markulv" Cheryl B. Happe Barbara G. Komhrink" David L. Johnson" WILL LAWRENCE Leonard H. Hollmann" Dian S. Holligan Trudy 1<'. Kulessa 0 Robert A. Demik Chris E. Corrie Sharon A. Kettenhofen Larry D. Jackson" Brenda S. Loverkamp TAZEWELL Diana K. Harms Betty S. Jacobs Patricia A. Llgnoul Bette J. Leman Gayle M. Mensinger' Karen R. Alexander Merry C. Srewart' Donna C. Sargent Rex M. Masterson" Melvin D. Parron" Joe K. Bosse Thomas L. Barber Aleck L. Biehl MARION Neil A. McQuarrte David fl. Playter Susan K. Goerze Rudolph V. Barello Carolyn M. Lilre" P~,sy A. Rose John W. Mohler III Paula L. Smith John R. Harrington judith B. Crackel" Donna Kay Weiss V,rginia A. Abernathy Jacqueline K. Page Virginia L. Weber Barbara J. Huber Susan M. Osmus' Martha J. Pinkstaff Howard V. Bell Sharolyn J. Sharknas Susan L. Webster Janet E. Marrs" Lynda C. Pearson Marion G. Waggoner Audrey Dobbs" Sue E. Shreve Gay L. Weith Lynn H. Ripper Becky S. Sheeler" Judy A. Hanson June M. Simmons Marlene K. Willock' Thomas J. Slocum" LEE Norma J. Meyer PERRY Jim W. Wheatley Neil L. Ackerman Rosalie Bennett' Patricia A. Sherrard Donald A. Obermeier 
James R. Cahill Carole A. Holeman Karen B. Garrison Patricia M. Thompson" Linda A. Nowicki John B. Randle 
John D. Chapman Susan M. Frederitzi" Eleanor I.. Zimmerman William L. Burke John R. Richardson Terry L. Peebles UNION Phillip Crain Patricia A. Seats Philip H. Davidson" Paul Hanser Larry R. Goldsmith Barry R. Krizan LIVINGSTON Gary P. Sprehe Ellen M. Ferguson T\1omas E. Schmitt Lowell F. Newbold' Carol J. Spector' Patricia F. Stoafer Loren F. L. Fox Janice A. Settlemoir Janice L. Sirles· Margaret R. Jennings· Coral A. Pasters Carole J. Terry Ronald B. Hickam Carol J. Soeteber" Margarett A. Bartels· William C. Hensel" Jacquelyn A. Watkins Robert R. Jenkins· Richard O. Virgin Linda K. Basse WILLIAMSON William C. Morris John J. Weber Kathryn J. Martin Troy A. Zimmer Robert C. Caraker Irene Bans Joseph A. Coyne Richard Zgol George D. Patrick" Gordon L. Carr Joanne Choate Helen E. Bauers Dennis W. Harding Barbara A. Rauch Sherrie L. McMeen Jerry A. Young John A. Rodman B~tty J. Germann Don Michael Corzine Sue A. Bush' Karen S. Burton Nancy A. Ogle Jerry L. Goddard Daniel fl. Choate John L. Little' Paul L. Schobert" Charles D. Vogel James W. Harris Jr. Barbara J. Gentry LOGAN Barbara A. Ernst Linda L. Thornburg Martha J. Bunge· Michael W. Hindman' Michael A. Harper John M. Houghton" Lynda R. Ingram Joanne Crain Donald E. Bald Sharolyn S. Keenan Robert H. Howerton Barbara A. Miller John F. Lee M. Dolores Davis· Georgia C. Bollmeier Alice K. West Charles L. Jones Julian G. Schmidt Mary P. Gerrish" Stephen D. Edwards Brian W. Gegel Berry K. Ziegler Dennis Kuglin Donald R. Harper James E. Engelhardt Susan A. Hunter Austin L. Dent" Charles M. Kuhs· Tom K. Oates Melba J. Kuhnert· Robert Kohlenberger Donald R. Keller Liselone Liebscher MCDONOUGH Maida L. Quick" Mary F. Middleton" Cheryl A. Prest Dennis D. Brown Ruth E. Moore Luther C. Fowler Patricia A. Bitze..- Richard E. Pacey" John W. Seabolt" Loren B. Muckelroy Clifton E. Newsom Mary A. Black· Michael L. Schwebel Suzanne C. Grodeon Joyce I. Rinehart Paul W. Palmateer MCHENRY Suzanne Flacks Wanda B. Slusher Robert L. Huwer Lorraine A. Jung Jean E. Reynolds Julie A. Johnson Barbara E. Jett' Toni 1.. Smith Judy A. Albert Kenneth D. Verble John G. Terracall Jr. Rosalee K. Simons Joyce E. Mills Alice M. Sutliff Kathleen M. Kammler VERMILION David H. Thompson Kenneth E. Nelson Gary L. Phillips Louise A. Templeton J ames Dennis Kosarek Ronald L. Bell Thomas R. Wallin Diane M. Thurow" Alan P. Wilson Janet J. Terry Jeanette L. Kampen Cynthia S. Camarata Janet S. Williams Ruth A. Crane Jerry L. Walker" Oale R. Baer Glen R. YoungqUist Raymond J. Wheatley judith L. Cowles MCLEAN Joe L. Ramsey Shirley M. Woosley Danny A. Dunagan Karen L. Finney Velda S. Smith SALINE 
James R. Gunerridge Joan M. Ander~on" Terry W. Klintworth Jeanne J. Payne Shirley J. Filipsic Ella J. Fort· Catherine M. Conti' John E. Hubbard Joyce S. Lee John F. Okeefe Dorothy A. Oliver Vicki Dale' Donna R. Ives Meredith C. Behnken Mary L. Overstreet' Robert F. Soneson Jerry P. Fiorina John N. SCOtt MASON Ronell G. Stovall Martha R. Scott' Mary L. Gosda PIATT Marjory A. Whiting Ann E. Benjamin' Jessica Fogle" Ernest W. Vanzant' Sandra L. Erickson· Nancy Lee Gara' alia' Victoria K. S. Chung" Phillip E. McKenna Janet E. Burklow Karen L. Gunter' Carol A. Gioannini" Marion S. Slayton Linda K. flector Janice E. Miller Priscilla A. Pulliam Jimmy J. Rogers Mary K. Gornarti' MASSAC Larry J. Dalton" Mary J. Dameron Jay M. Phenicie Henriena Hardcastle MACON Judith A. Anglin· Jos';!ph L. Tipsword Rita L. Davenport Mary R. Heal John G. Hill Cleone A. Benson Lela M. Ewell WABASH Brenda K. Kennedy Cheryl A. Hobbs Brian E. Bremer PIKE Thomas J. Gibbs Paul R. B~tes Jessie L. Murphy Linda K. Skippeoc Mary J. Bremer" Janice L. Dunham Janet E. Hart Shara L. Walker James K. Nighswander Judith J. Bullington Elizabeth A. Fowler Mona R. Hart Raymond R. Bosecker Charlene L. Parini Ronald L. Ellis Sally A. Galliher 
POPE Jane C. Henshaw John K. Davis Thurman L. Phemi,:;ter Marcus E. Jones· Charles D. Jennings 
Dorothy J. Brown Jerry P. Johnson Kia D. Malott Jr. Carolyn S. Stripling Phyllis E. Myers" Pamela L. Kidd James F. Moore Janet R. Veach Pamela A. Newberry Steph';!n A. Lingle Don R. Moss Modeene Osman WASHINGTON Clasina C. Verkamman Bruce M. Pate Daryl A. Park Robert E. Ross Dorothy L. Partain" Richard R. Buretta' Kirby L. Madden Ronald A. Strohm Marvin A. Riepe Robert L. Truitt Charles G. Pavelonis Donna S. Maxton Daniel G. Walker Karol S. Stokes Ronald G. Truitt Eugenia Plater Eleanor Nowak Martin L. Tyndale Wayne E. Weeks Wayne A. Kottmeyer' DaVid L. Wykoff Robert H. Swenson Patrick D. Poole' Norman P. Schnake John J. Bozzola Melanie McGuire Linda L. Riegel Donna F. Francis Gary D. Briscoe MENARD PULASKI Russell W. Rose Margaret I. Meinert Mary C. Felrs' MACOUPIN Dale L. Vaneman Shirley A. Campbell Patricia L. Sayers Trenna fl. Wallace Sue N. Fleming Lynne R. Gelmi Stanley P. A. Darr Jr. Donna J. Frieboes Linda S. Simpson William E. Funke Ronald L. Goodman' Jon A. Frieboes Rita K. Stump Alice F. Dahncke' Thomas R. Murrah Marlene J. Rocker Helen M. Bellamy Ethel B. Turner Jane H. Richey Dennis J. Antolik MONflOE Jo A. Bankson" Judith K. Williams" Jackie L. Van' Margaret A. Rathgeb Shirley A. Patterson" WAYNE Gloria E. Thurston" Eulonda A. Winkleman Jack G. Case Marilyn D. Ashe Lyle S. Turner Margie S. Nortmeier Robert E. Winters Mary J. Brock' Wayne E. Brinkmeyer William A. Dowland !lale O. Ritzel" RANDOLPH Lou A. Yares" Stephen L. Browder Dorothy J. Kan\lakan Ellen L. Stork" Marian G. Heflin· Eldred A. Eggemeyer Hugh V. Trammell Norma J. Hodges Clara L. Carlisle Roy C. Iieidinger Michael J. Valentine 
Donna J. Childers Floyd E. Albert' v. H. Gummersheimer" Robert D. Fricke Richard L. Kline Sharon L. Boehm' Arthur G. Hicks Pamela B. Kennedy' SANGAMON Gordon E. Martin William M. Coleman Richard R. Sims· Sharon R. Huebner Janet L. Marchildon* James W. Brown Byron G. Pappas Mary A. DiPierro Norma J. Huckelbridge" Kathleen C. Neumeyer" Marilyn Scott Joyce E. Peters' Leslie G. Pappas Danny W. Dunn Moxon E. Hart Sandra K. Evrard Janice L. pocklington PatT!cia A. Stemler· Daniel W. Thorne George D. Richards Carl R. Sanders Coralee Gulledge Kenneth R. Bloemker Karen L. Trost James L. Mazander Mary A. Stine' Michael D. Laughlin" Dona G. Eagles Linda J. Atwater Danny fl. Tate Robert L. Hays Dwight A. Smith Marie E. Harbaugh' Walter C. Cary Adelia D. Williams Priscilla A. Henshaw MONTGOMERY Mary K. Hess M. J. Dressendorfer Lois A. Gabbard Pamela J. Hudgens MADISON Virginia E. Benning Stanley G. Laurent Linda S. Ellis Frances I. McDannel Judy L. LokerRe Leroy H: Garard William B. Cissell Claude L. Graeff Fern A. Greathouse Donald D. Marheny Don E. Forrester Patricia H. Beers Mary J. Prange Richard R. Hughes Mary A. Jones Charles Il. Moore Carol S. Misegades Russell L. White Karl O. Rehmer Elizabeth A. Huth Larry J. Davis Anna M. P. Parter Ron David Feltes Beverly Hendrickson Donald G. Adams" Kathleen M. Mayol" Diane E. White Richard P. Puckett Doreda L. Fontana' DenRis D. Hicks Sandra B. Bixby William E. Merrill Sandra K. Collins" Carol E. Reed' Mark Helmkamp Karen L. Williams EI;>'ne A. Blair Marilyn R. Mertz John G. Lathrop Donald R. Smirh Louis A. Cargnino Sharon D. Ettling Arthur W. Frazier Carlene R. Pokora Gary A. Wilson Michael L. Smoot" Philip B. Dematteis' Patricia L. Hawkins Wayne P. Senalik Caryl A. Sullins" Madeline E. Dickson 
MORGAN Linda S. Kloth' Kenneth C. Spann WflITE Cathy J. Summers Patricia Hight 
William R. Bonacorsi °Ryan W. Rust Byron D. Taylor· George L. Anderson Linda D. Turner Lynda L. Temple 
Anita Fairfield" Mary J. Willis Janet E. Trapp Nelly Sax George A. Williams Davi,J Gruenenfelder Sandra S. Campbell Karyn L. Tuxhorn Michael L. Coale Jack W. Winchester Elton D. Brakhane SherHyn Godfrey Janice R. KaHschuk· Janice L. Horst Judith A. W:nrers" Ned L. Freeman James A. Johnson 
Unda G. Arnold' Linda K. Zeller Ruth A. Kuhnert SCHUYLER E. Annabelle Stover-Richard W. Hopper judith D. Vaughn Robert A. Shaver Larry D. Wagner Kenneth M. Pearson Kenneth L. Blum" Betty A. Baughn WINNFBAGO Dennis R. Fagan MOULTRIE Sharon F. Eggemeyer Sandra B. Wake' Pamela K. Haughawout Diane E. Fatouros Pamela A. Freesh Joy;:e A. Rarhmacher SCOTT William P. Wake Thomas C. Hallock Sharon L. Lantz Pamela L. Landers Stanley A. Likes Rebecca A. Storey· Larry I.. Hedberg Terry R. Lynn RICHLAND Robert H. Groff Gerald W. Lafayette Dick Marti OGLE Charles fl. Craynon SHELBY Nancy Colbert Charles A. Larson Kathleen McKee 
Dallas D. Thompson Gary F. Nettleton Julia A. Roskam Thomas R. Wagy David B. KeSSel Linda J. Hammett' 
Coed Gymnasts 
ToPerform 
At TPSunday 
Warren Hall's front yard 
will be turned into a gym-
nasium Sunday when Coach 
Herb Vogel's women gymnasts 
put on their first campus ex-
hibition since they won the 
National Collegiate Cham-
pionsttip last March in St. 
Louis. 
The exhibition, which is 
scheduled to start at 6 p.m., 
is being cosponsored by War-
ren and Smith residence halls 
at Thompson Point. 
The woman gymnasts will 
perform free exercise, 
tumbling, trampoline, balance 
beam and uneven parallel 
bars. Long horse will be ex-
cluded from this exhibition. 
Team captai!} Donna 
Schaenzer who won'the Nation-
al Collegiate titles in all-
arounC: and tumbling will be 
one of the performers. 
JuJy \'{ills, currently the 
wome'l's top tumbling and 
trampoline champion, also 
will be featured in the 
exhibition. 
A PRESSING MATTER-Jack F. Sandner, senior 
from Chicago, presses 205 Ibs., while Donald L. 
LaRouche (left), freshman from Chicago, and 
Robert W. Jennings (right), senior from Wycoff, 
N. J. , spot for him. 
Sandner Stars in Meet 
Gail Daley, Canada's woman 
athlete of the year last year, 
Irene Haworth, Janis and Judy 
Dunham and Nancy Smith will 
be the other performers. 
New House Wins Intraillural Weight Lifting 
Jack F. Sandner, senior ment to win the 148 pound members of the New House 
frorn Chicago, lifted a total weight class for the second team which placed first in each 
of 585 pot.;nds·· in the intra- time in as many years. class if entered, giving the 
mural weight lifting tourna- Sandner was one of five team a 57-38 victory over its 
.. -~-------------------... nearest competitor, the Gym-
Your Friendl, 
MARTIN 
SerYice Stations 
315 H. Illinois 421 E. Maill 
914 W. Main 
APPRECIATE 
~'HE BUSINESS FROM SIU 
,.STUDENTS •.• FACULT~Y .•• 
EMPLOYEES & THEIR FAMILIES 
WE OFFER THE 
FINEST PETROLEUM PRODUCTS 
& AUTOMOTIVE ACCESSORIES 
for your car care, plus -
You Save 2 Ways - Low Prices 
Plus Top Value Stamps With Each Purchase 
1Arh •• 
kind". 
nul' 
--u buys a 
La_bre •• a? 
• girl_e ••• 
Sales & Service 
H •• t to the Pawn SIIop 
Hafner to Conduct pastics. A third team, Play-
boy Hall, collected seven 
points. 
Summer Program' Winners of the various 
Lawrence E. Hafner, assis-
tant professor of education 
at the SIU Reading Center, 
will teach a comprehension 
course and lead seminars this 
summer at the Reading Insti-
tute of Concordia Teachers 
College at River Forest, Ill. 
The six-week program be-
ginning June 21, designed for 
kinder-garten through sixth 
grade teachers, was created 
under the National Defense 
Education Act. 
"The purpose of the in-
service training program" 
Hafner said, "is to acquaint 
teachers with practical meth-
ods and techniques to be used 
. in perception and comprehen-
sion, to give them practice 
with children in laboratory 
situations and to acquaint them 
with literature and special 
materials that pertain to these 
areas.'· 
weight classes and their to-
tals for the three lifts (press, 
snatch and clean-and-jerk) 
were: 
123-pound class, Steven J. 
Sarossy, New House, 370-
pound total. 
132-pound class, Donald W. 
Devine, New House, 460-
pound total. 
148-pound class, Jack F. 
Sandner, New House. 585-
pound total. 
165-pound class, Robert A. 
Shadron, individual. 590-
pound total. 
181-pound class. Robert W. 
Jennings. Gympastics. ::90-
pound total • 
198-pound class, Albert F. 
Usatuck, New House. 440-
pound total. 
Heavyweight c1 1 ss, Joseph 
A. Redville, New House. 635-
pound total. 
Casual 
Slacks 
Cboosefrom 
Over 600 pairs of Name 
Brand Tapered Dacron-
Blend and All Cotlons 
SALE NOW IN PROGRESS! 
$3.77 
2 for 7.00 
Values to 7.95 
Sizes 28 to 38 
G'o/trk3 
200 S.ILUNOIS 
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Only Fittest 
May Make 
GYlll Tealll 
It will be <'survival of the 
fittest" next fall for the SIC 
gymnasts as they prepare to 
regain the NCAA Champion-
ship they lost this spring to 
Penn State. 
Gymnastics is a demanding 
Sport and the Ferformers must 
practice most cf the year to 
keep their motor coordination 
sharp and their strength and 
endurance up. 
For Coach Bill Meade's 
gymr.lsts, what they do this 
summer could go a long ·,va)-
in determining whether they 
make the starting linel.:p 
or lose their position on the 
team to harder-working team-
mates. 
Meade is blessed with an 
over - abundance of good 
gymnasts in every event and 
might well take into con-
sideration the shape of his 
individuals when they start 
practice. 
With the keen competition 
on the team, several athletes 
will devote their summer to 
gymnastics in an effort to get 
the jump on their teammates. 
Rick Tucker and freshmen 
Paul Mayer and Fred Dennis 
will be the most active in 
gymnastics tl;lis summer. All 
three will be working at the 
Berkeley (Calif.) YMCA as 
gymnastics instructors. 
Tucker and Mayer are both 
trying to become Meade's all-
around performer next year 
and the time that they are not 
coaching will be spent on prac-
ticing their weak events. 
Hutch Dvorak is another 
member of the team -who will 
be teaching gymnastics. 
Dvorak will be working at a 
summer camp in Michigan as 
a trampoline instructor. 
The other performers will 
not be that close to gym-
nastiCS, but all will be working 
OUt this summer. 
Ruffner Gets 
RAM Petitions 
(Continued from Page 1) 
gation acknowledged that it 
did, and that was the end of 
the march. -
After the rest had left, Ruff-
ner discussed student-admin-
istrati ve problems with James 
R. Standard, RAM member and 
Student Council senator from 
Liberal Arts and SCiences, and 
Stephen E. Wilso .... RA~I mem-
ber, chairman of the Action 
Party and Student Council off-
campus organized men's 
senator.' 
Ruffner, during the discus-
sion. said he thoughtthe whole 
situation involved the problem 
of communications. He said 
that i: isn't communications 
in terms of words, but it is 
the different motivations 
words inspire in different 
persons. 
Farmers' Co-Ops 
Slate Workshop 
The Department of Agricul-
tural Industries will sponsor 
a workshop beginning at 9: 15 
a.m. July l-t in the Seminar 
Room of the Agriculture 
Building. Current problems 
of farmers' cooperatives will 
be discussed. 
Three panel discussions 
will be held. They will con-
sider the function of extra 
services. the usefulness of a 
college course 1.1 coopera-
tives, and the i!Tlpro\'ement of 
the cooperathe image. 
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SIU Plays Ohio Wesleyan in Tourney Today 
The Mid-East College Di- The Jackson. Tenn., team 
vision Regional Baseball tour·- will bring a .348 batting 
nament opens today at the SIU average into the clash along 
diamond-weather permitting. with four of the nations' top 
SIU squares off against Ohio individual hitters. 
Wesleyan University. and Leading the slugging crew is 
Western Illinois, Intercol- the nation's top college 
legiate \thletic Conference division batsman, second-
champs. challenges unbeaten baseman Dave Pflasterer who 
Union University. is hitting .526 on 40 hits in 
Union and Western will open 76 at-bats. 
the festivities at 12:30 p.m. Rounding out the powerful 
with favorite SIU and Ohio foursome is outfielder Paul 
, Slover hitting .430, shortstop 
. Tommy Giles batting .420 and 
third baseman Gilbert Sikes 
hitting at an even .400. 
Western will try to counter 
with some strong pitching 
which brought it the HAC 
championship. Coach Guy 
Ricci can pick his starter Irom 
either aU-conference choices 
Jim Johnson (7-3) and Dick 
Howard (6-1), or undefeated 
Mel Casper (3-0) or Dave 
Fultz (2-0). 
Union will carry a 23-0 
record i!ito the contest while 
Western will bring in a 21-6 
mark including 15 wins in its 
last 17 games. 
This afternoon's second 
contest could be a repeat of the 
first as little Ohio Wesleyan 
02-4) will try to trip up 
Wesleyan battling 
second game. 
in the highly favored SIU (19-2) with 
some fancy pitching. 
The winners will meet 
Friday for the championship 
following a 12:30 p.m. con-
solation contest. 
If this afternoon's games 
are cancelled, the tournament 
schedule would be moved up 
one day. First-round games 
would be played tomorrow with 
the finals Saturday. 
In case of rain on Friday 
the tournament would be 
moved up to Saturday and 
Sunday. 
In this afternoon's first 
game, W est ern Illinois 
Leathernecks will have the in-
evitable job of facting one of 
the nations' hardest hitting 
colI e g e division teams, 
Union's Bulldogs. 
The Battling Bishops' hopes 
rest on the strong right arm 
of junior fastballer Ed Cur-
reri. The small but hard 
throwing veteran has won eight 
of the Ohioians' 12 victories 
this season while compiling 
a 0.81 ERA - 13th best in 
the nation. 
He has lost only one con-
test while completing every 
game he has started. Included 
have been five shutouts and 
a no-hitter against Hiram 
May 1. 
W hi I e Wesleyan hasn't 
played the tough schedule that 
the Salukis have, they never-
theless held their own against 
Big Ten champ Ohio State 
who dealt SIU one of its two 
losses. 
WSIU W *.II Relay The Buckeyes got a3-0win, althougt. they needed two un-
eariled l·uns and a cheap 310-
Baseball Regional foot hom~' run to do it. Mean-
WSIU will broadcast the 
play-by-play of the SIU game 
of the NCAA Mid-East Region-
al Baseball Tournament at 
3:55 p.m. today. 
Hal Fuller will do the play-
by-play, ancl GeneSawlichwill 
handle the color announcing. 
WSIU will do the SIU 
game on Friday With Fuller 
doing the play-by-play arid 
David Ballone handling the 
color part of the broadcast. 
wh ile, the Salukis lost to the 
Bi~ Ten p<.wcr 9-0 in early 
season when ,:\ seven-run Ohio 
State first inni.1g was too much 
for them to over~ome. 
Wesleyan, howt;ver, shows 
only a .251 team batting 
average compared to the 
Salukis' .302 and it has only 
ca[cher, Norm NeeJeyat.327; 
a third baseman, Dick Sliv)(~ 
at .317; and outfielder Dave 
Cook at .316 who are above 
the .300 mark. 
~ Completely Air Conditioned ~ 
*** 
NOW CONTRACTING 
SUMMER QUARTER 
FOR PARTICULARS CALL 549-3849 
In co.l'lparison, the Salukis 
have seven men above the 
magical mark led by right-
fielder Kent Collins at .436. 
SIU also has top-notch pitching 
as both John Hotz and Gene 
Vinc.ent return from last 
year's tournament champion-
ship team. 
Both are as strong as ever. 
They have compiled 8-1 
records and Hotz has a 1.96 
ERA. compared to Vincent's 
2.56. SIU Coach Glenn (Abe) 
Martin was still undecided 
about his pitching chOice 
Wednesday afternoon, al-
thou<:>;h the choice between Vin-
cent and Hotz. 
Professor Speaks 
On Dutch Radio 
Harry T. Moore, research 
professor of English at SIU. 
appeared on a Dutch Inter-
national Radio Service pro-
gram in Amsterdam Monday. 
Moore discussed Dutch arts 
and letters and their appeal 
to people from other coun-
tries, and points of interest 
in the Netherlands which hold 
pa r tic ul a r attraction for 
visitors. 
Moore is in Europe on a 
research trip which will ex-
tend through this summer. 
_.. ~ 
J :~. " ....... ~_ .... ~~~-::. •• 
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FOR SALE 
Trailer, 37 x 8; avoilable ofter 
June 15. Ideal fot married 
couple. Call 457-2271. 115 
8 x 20 Na,thl""d Housetrailer. 
Must s .. 11 "efore graduation. 
$650.00 Call Paul Mealiff 
~!.-]f16 or see at 905 E. P,r~O 
White 1959 Cushman Sup .. r 
Eagle. Overhauled with chrome 
rings, 8.5 horsepower. 9-4587 
after 6 p.m. 734 
'55 Ford convertible. Good 
tires, transmission, ,ebuilt en .. 
gine, top, & interior. Contact 
Robert Misch, 334 W. Walnut. 
740 
1953 M .. rcury. New plugs, fuel 
pump', bralees, carburetor. S75. 
C.,II Larry 7-7971 after 10:30 
p.m. 717 
1963 Cu.hmon Eagle, 300 cc. 
Excellent conditio... Best of-
fer. Call 9-JOll, aft,,~ 5 p.m. 
719 
Hond.. Sup.... Howle. 305 cc. 
Excellent condition. Immacu-
lat... Asking $550. Coli at 213 
W. Elm or phon" 9-4454 from 
5-7 p.m. 741 
1959 BSA, 650, kought new in 
1960. All chrome, engin .. re-
built and bored out. In .. xc .. l-
lent condition. Phon .. 549-1371. 
728 
1962 Pontiac Bonneville, t_-
door hardtop. White walls, 
radio. Excellent shape. Call 
457 -6188. 708 
1961 BSA, 650 twins, many new 
pans. Must sell. Talce ..... t 
oK .. r. Call 457-8911. ask for 
Skip. 730 
1961 Lark, two-door, six-cylin-
d .. r, good shop... Must ... 11. 
B .. st offer. Call 9-3962. 
729 
!~i~~ ~::d::i':n:5 SCe~' .!":iour 
Poplar, or call Frank, 7-2748. 
738 
National housetroiler.. 40:111:8. 
Outside extrc..s. Exeellent con-
dition, 900 E. Park no. 54 
Call 457-5492 anytime. 723 
SERVICES OFfF.RED 
For p .. rf .. ct copy typing call 
549-3723, new IBM Selec~ric 
accommodates italics, greeks, 
symbols, ... d sp .. cial eff .. ct •• 
Ba.e 35. per page. 735 
WANTED 
Need serious women students 
to share almost new air-condit-
ion .. d 5-room house next fall. 
Call Kar .. n or Ruth, 549-32 .... 
for appointment. 731 
8 r .. gistered A.K.C. German 
Shepherd puppi ... 7 we"'s old. 
For sr.le. Phone 867-2534. 
732 
FDR Ri::.lT 
Air conditioned trailers, 
duced rates for .ummer. All 
utilitie. included. 319 E. Hes-
Call 457-6901 evenin;r •. 
720 
Girls-Want an air conditioned 
roolll for summer? Wont some 
"hom#) cooked" meals? Want 
summ\!r rotes? T'Y Wi Ison 
Manor where you can get 0 room 
withoutmeolsfor $120 or 0 room 
with 20 meals a w .. ek for $240. 
Drop by and s .. e us at 708 W. 
Fre .. m ... or call 457-5167. for 
more information. 6.56 
Now Gccepting rentols with rf!: 
duced Summer rotes. Be as-
sured of Q place you will want 
for F all term. 2 - 2 bedroo", 
houses. Hollywood beds, mo-
cier" furniture - close to Uni-
versity. Call 549-2634. 725 
New 1965, 55 x 10 trail",. on 
campus cars legal. Call Gene 
457-7245. Reason .... le. 711 
For su",,,,er only. Carpet"d ai, 
conditioned ap ... tm""t for three. 
2 mil .. s from campus. Call 
549-3700. 73.0 
Summer term, air II:Qnditioned, 
apartments. Conothers Dorm-
itory, 601 5. Washington. Call 
4013 Elkville, 457-8085 
Carbondal... 712 
Rooms for lIirl., The ·Blazin! 
House, 5ummer$85. Fall $10Cl 
Caoking privil .. ges. Call 457-
7855. 505 W. Main 613 
Girls rooms for rent, SUmmer 
and fall, 2 blacks from c""": 
pus. Cooking privileges. Ph 
7 -7960 '" inquir .. 611 S. Wash. 
ington. 624 
Trail .. r, 30 ,,8. Air conditioned 
C .. dar Lan .. Trailer court. Call 
549-3S83 after 5. 724 
Trailer, 55 x i\li, =::~er term .. 
Air-conditioner. Four mill. stu ... 
dents. Cars legal, one milo 
from campus. Call Jerry, after 
6 '!.t 457-8133. 732 
Fumished apartments, house,.. 
ond troilets. Reserve now for 
s:ummer quarter. Call ~7-
4144. S36 
Trailer spac .. s, all und. shade. 
Across from VTI. Hickory Leaf 
Trailer Park, C .. terville, RR2. 
Phone Yu5-4793_ 610 
Mol e students, private homes 
Lalce, beach, hors .. back rid-
ing. Summer & Fall t __ 
One "';!" past spillway, C,ab 
O.chard Lak... LaIc .. _d 
Park. 657 
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Jeh, Antiques on Show 
Airport Anniversary 
Planned for Sunday 
The Southern Illinois Air-
port will celebrate its 15th 
anniversary with an open 
house from 1 p.m. to 6 p.m. 
Sunday. 
The open house will feature 
exhibits and displays including 
the showing of a Mercury 
space capsule, a modern jet 
trainer, antique aircraft and 
experimental aircraft. a jet 
fly-by and a demonstration of 
precision aerobatics by Don 
Boma. 
Also included in the pro-
gram will be a demonstration 
by the Illinois State Police, 
parachuting by the STU Sport 
Paracnute Club and airplane 
and helicopter rides for the 
public. 
The Mercury cap3ule. one of 
the major displays, will be 
shown with cutaways of the 
spacecraft and a full-scale 
model of a spacesuit-clad 
dummy astronaut. Thedisplay 
is on loan from the National 
Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration. 
nearly 300,000 square feet of 
ramp and parking area. In ad-
dition, one large hangar and 
maintenance school are un-
der construction. 
When the airport opened 
there were four based aircraft 
and four employes. Today 
there are more than 40 air-
craft and 40 full or part-
time employes at the air-
port. 
Gov. Otto Kerner sent a 
letter of congratulations to 
Edward Newby, president of 
Alpha Eta Rho, the interna-
tional aviation fraternity at 
SIU. In the letter he said, "I 
know Southern Illinois' Air-
port will continue to grow and 
be of service to the citiz~ns 
of this area and this state." 
Delyte W. Morris, president 
of SIU, wrote, "The growth 
of Southern Illinois University 
owes much to the Southern Illi-
nois Airport, which has placed 
the University squarely in the 
aeronautical age, converted 
its gr('lundling professors and 
administrators into flyers and 
helped broaden its coverage of 
services to the region, the 
state and the nation. 
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nus JET WILL BE ON DISPLAY AT THE AIRPORT SUNDAY 
The U.S. Air Force T-38 
jet trainer was brought here 
from Wright-Patterson Air 
Force Base in Ohio. It is 
used for training in super-
sonic techniuqes, multijet 
handling, aerobatiCS, night and 
instrument flying and cross-
country navigation flights. It 
has a speed of about 800 
m.p.h. 
Summer Openings for Men & Women 
The open house will com-
memorate 15 years of growth 
by the airport. Founded on 
June I, 1950, with one paved 
runway and two hangars, the 
airport today consists of ap-
proximately three miles of 
runways and connecting taxi-
ways, administration bUild-
ing, additional hangars and 
Office Hours 
Unchanged 
For Summer 
Office hours during the 
summer of 1965 will follow 
the normal pattern of 8 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. Monday through 
Friday and 8:30 a.m. to noon 
on Saturday. President Morris 
has announced. 
Two reasons were given for 
not opening the offices at 7:30 
a.m. and closing them at 4:30 
p.m. as in previous summers. 
First. people coming to the 
University would expect the 
offices to be open at the regu-
lar hours. 
Second, Siil\..1 c:1asses will 
start at 7:30 a.m., there will 
be less of a traffic problem 
if the office workers come 
at 8 a.m. Another factor in 
the traffic situation is that 
construction on both the Car-
bondale and Edwardsville 
campuses will cause further 
'raffic problems. 
Car Influx Brings 
Zaleski Warning 
Joseph F. Zaleski. assistant 
dean of student general 
affairs, s2:1 Tuesday that he 
had received reports that a 
large number of unregistered 
cars had been brought to the 
campus community during the 
Memorial Day weekend. 
He again warned students in 
possession of illegal cars that 
they face assessments of $50 
each. 
Zaleski said that a student 
is allowed to be in posseSSion 
ot an unregistered automobile 
only on the last day of 
examination period. 
THE 
Day 
7-7134 
7-2134 
.newly constructed 
.individually air conditioned 
• private bath 
.individual kitchens 
.color television 
• recreation facilities 
.study rooms 
.weekly summer rates 
Phone: 
Night 
7-5048 
7-5484 
Benin. Really - 201 E. Main 
C'dale 
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